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The Metropolitan Museum of 
Art has never looked as sharply 
contemporary, even hip, as it does 
with the exhibition “Charles Ray: 
Figure Ground.” This daringly 
streamlined show surveys the five-
decade career of the remarkable 
American sculptor Charles Ray in 
a mere 19 artworks, three of them 
photographic pieces. They occupy a 
spacious gallery of 9,600 square feet 
divided by a single wall. The expanses 
of dark unoccupied stone floor feel 
less like the Met than the fourth level 
of the Whitney Museum’s old Marcel 
Breuer building on Madison Avenue. 
Welcome to now it seems to say.

Before you read a single 
wall text, the show’s open vistas 
signal that space itself is a major 
consideration for this artist, as it 
was for his Minimalist and Post-
Minimalist elders Donald Judd and 
Richard Serra. But Ray had a busier 
agenda, one that, expanding over the 
years, has come to include American 
history, literature and pop culture as 
well as the history of sculpture itself. 

Ample space is especially important 
to the ever-stronger figurative 
sculptures Ray has made since 
1990, works in which distortions 
of size, scale or proportion often 
have a visceral, even disturbing 
effect on viewers. And this effect 
is provocatively complicated by 
seeing his sculptures from different 
distances and angles.

It is one thing to look at a 9-foot-
high sculpture of a naked man made 
of silvery, softly gleaming metal from 
30 or 50 feet and another to peer up 
at him when you are much closer, 
awed by his height and intrigued 
by his relationship to a smaller 
adolescent male beside him, who 
bends almost double, cupping his 
hand close to the floor of the gallery, 
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as if to scoop something up. 
You may begin to wonder if the 
power of this two-figure sculpture 
which stands firmly on the floor, 
reflects the fact that the figures 
have the density and stillness of 
stone: They are solid stainless 
steel, an industrial material, and 
finished by hand. The wall label 
clarifies while a genuine enigma 
starts to take shape. The work is 
titled “Huck and Jim,” the main 
characters of “The Adventures 
of Huckleberry Finn” — one an 
adult fleeing slavery, the other a 
white man-child, who sail down 
the Mississippi on a raft, and for 
what it’s worth, spend a lot of 
their event-filled journey without 
clothing. It leaves the viewer 
with a complex ball of wax to 
contend with, one that includes 
homoeroticism, masculinity and 
America’s lasting self-inflicted 
wound, racism.

Nearby, “Boy With frog” 
presents another enigma: a larger 
than life boy — 8 feet tall. His 
white-painted stainless steel body 
recalls Greek marble, also 19th-
century sculpture derived from it, 
like Hiram Powers’s 1857 “Fisher 
Boy,” owned by and on view at 
the Met. The boy observes the 
frog with a hooded malevolence 
while his flawless skin implies 
innocence, in striking contrast to 
his victim’s exquisitely detailed 
roughness.

Ray belongs to a generation 
of sculptors born mostly in the 
mid-1950s who refused to take 
Minimalism for an answer. The 
reductive style had virtually 
eliminated object-making among 
the Conceptualists. But younger 
artists returned to the object 
with a new consciousness. Ray 
and artists like Robert Gober, 
Kiki Smith, Jeff Koons, Alison 
Saar, Ana Mendieta and Takashi 
Murakami found ways to bring 
the figure, and narrative, back 
into sculpture.

Ray’s efforts have hewed 
closest to traditional sculpture, 
especially in their use of 
realism while also updating 
some of Minimalism’s most 

cherished beliefs — its rejection 
of sculpture’s base, its love of 
industrial materials used lavishly, 
its attention to detail and its 
concern with size and proportion. 
The combination, in effect, defines 
him as a radical conservative.

Ray was born in Chicago in 
1953 and received a B.F.A. from 
the University of Iowa in 1975 
and an M.F.A. from Rutgers 
University in New Jersey in 1979. 
In 1981, he accepted a teaching 
job at the University of California 
Los Angeles, took up residence in 
the City of Angels and has lived 
there ever since.

Ray made serious work 
while still a student, goofing 
brilliantly on the art of his 
immediate predecessors. For a 
while it seemed like he might be 
a jester in the court of serious art. 
The two large black and white 
photographs of “Plank Piece I 
and II” (1973), one of the earliest 
works at the Met, show the artist 
riffing on early Post-Minimalism’s 
emphasis on soft pliable materials 
and on artists’ using their own 
bodies. He goes on better, uses his 
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body as a soft material, pinning 
his limp form to the wall with a 
thick plank of wood as if it were a 
sheet of soft lead in a sculpture by 
the young Serra.

Over the next decade Ray 
devised numerous performance-
related sculptures, often Surrealist 
in tone. No surprise, this way of 
working exhausted him. Ray must 
have realized that if he wanted the 
body in his art, it could no longer 
be his own.

It is to the credit of the show’s 
organizers, Kelly Baum and 
Brinda Kumar, that this carefully 
selected show effectively outlines 
the growth of Ray’s sensibility, 
its steady opening out since 
the late 1980s; its shift of focus 
from personal to civic space; 
and its achievement of a kind 
of perfection or specificity that 
conveys the concentration and 
arduous methods by which these 
works, which sometimes take 5 
to 10 years to realize, come into 
existence.

Ray’s first figurative 
sculptures, which appeared 
in 1990, were mannequins 
— arguably the most visible 
examples of contemporary 
figurative sculpture on America’s 
vast consumerist landscape. 
Produced to his specifications by 
professional mannequin makers 
in painted fiberglass with glass 
eyes, these works permitted 
alterations of size and scale as a 
means of startling the viewer. At 
the Met the earliest mannequin 
piece is “Boy” from 1992, a very 
pale, redheaded, blue-eyed child, 
maybe a mama’s boy, dressed in a 
delicate ensemble of shorts, shirt 
and knee socks, almost identical 
to those figures found in store 
windows in 1950s and ’60s. It all 
sounds innocent enough except 
this child is nearly six feet tall, 
a kind of monster that doesn’t 
reflect well on either children or 
parents.

Even more unsettling is 
“Family Romance,” a four-
mannequin sculpture of the 
classic nuclear family — mother, 
father, sister, brother. The 
parents have been reduced in size, 
the children slightly enlarged, so 
they are all about 4½ feet tall — 
and naked. Another strange effect 
is that the scale change makes 
the children look larger than the 
parents, suggesting that in too 
many American families, children 
grow up too fast, raised by parents 
who never quite matured.

After a while, this show doesn’t 
seem so small. Look, read the labels, 
mull over the prickly unanswered 
questions many of the pieces leave 
you with. “Boy With Frog” and 
“Huck and Jim” were both intended 
for public display — one in Venice, 
the other in front of the Whitney — 
and then pulled back. Perhaps Ray 
is the best kind of public sculptor, 
one who wants people to think. He 
repeatedly sidesteps the expected. 
As you approach his “Reclining 
Woman” — a steel figure on a steel 
block — you gradually see that 
this art historical trope has been 
replaced by a very contemporary-
looking actual person with squinty 
eyes, love handles and cellulite and, 
what’s more, force of personality. 
“Archangel” (2021), carved by 
Japanese woodworkers from 
honey-colored Japanese cypress, 
has its own everyday attributes — 
flip-flops, rolled-up jeans and a man 
bun. But its extreme attenuation is 
otherworldly, while his raised heel 
and outstretched arms imply the 
miracle of flight.

“Sarah Williams,” a stainless 
steel sculpture also from 2021, is 
the show’s final work. It returns to 
Huck and Jim’s antebellum tale, 
to depict a scene of Jim helping 
Huck disguise himself as a woman 
so he can suss out who, at their 
latest stopover, might threaten 
their liberty. This time Huck seems 
incredibly tall, wearing a long gown 
whose folds fall like the flutes on 
a column; Jim, kneeling behind 
him, has been working on the hem. 
They are both playing roles: a white 
adolescent in drag and a Black man 
doing women’s work. And they both 
seem palpably sad. Huck’s head is 
bowed; Jim’s face is raised, subtly 
anguished. Perhaps they sense the 
conflagration to come — the Civil 
War, whose tragic business would 
remain painfully unfinished more 
than 150 years later.
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I was looking up at the head, but I was 
mistaken. Charles Ray was instructing 
me to look at the foot.

It was a freezing morning, and Ray 
and his crew had just finished installing a 
new work by this Los Angeles sculptor at 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art. It was, 
like every Ray installation, a logistical 
feat — his strangely sized nudes or eerie 
wrecked cars can weigh four tons or more 
— but Omicron breakouts had wrought 
havoc on the movement of sculptures 
and technicians, and this one almost 
didn’t make it to New York. “Archangel,” 
13.5 feet tall and seven years in the 
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making, depicts a seminude young man 
in flip-flops and rolled-up jeans, carved 
from cypress by woodworkers in Japan. 
The pandemic prevented Ray from 
traveling to Osaka to approve the final 
work, and shipping troubles almost kept 
it from reaching New York — “Archangel” 
had to be flown to LAX and driven cross-
country.

At last it was here. The surfer dude 
of “Archangel” is no messenger of God, 
and yet his body appears almost to be 
undergoing an apotheosis. His facial 
features are soft; his hair is done up in 
a topknot. The waistband of his trousers 
curves out slightly from the torso. 
Lower down the sculpture, though, are 
breathtaking vestiges of humanity. On 
his Achilles tendons, for instance, which 
the Japanese craftsmen scored a dozen 
times each. There are gentle gashes on 
the arches of his feet, and his half-visible 
foot soles. A single timber runs from his 
head through his big toe to the floor, and 
reveals that the figure and the block he 
stands on are one and the same.

Ray’s perfectionism has sometimes 
tended to the fetishistic, but never so 
literally as here. “The ladies at the Met 
just go crazy over his feet,” Ray says with 
an impish smile.

“Archangel” is the most towering 
presence in “Charles Ray: Figure Ground,” 
opening this weekend, which introduces a 
new generation to America’s profoundest 
and most challenging sculptor — as 
well as its slowest. Ray emerged in the 
mid-1970s as a keen ironist questioning 
sculpture’s fundamental principles by 
incorporating performance and process 
into his abstract assemblages. But in the 
1990s, he shocked the Los Angeles art 
world by reintroducing the human figure: 
first through commercial mannequins, 
and later in exacting sculptures of nude 
and clothed Americans, carved both 
by hand and with advanced machines, 
whose sumptuous surfaces of steel and 
wood stood out in an unmonumental age.

When he turned to cypress in the 
2000s, Ray tells me, “everyone was 
using old socks and teddy bears and 
stuff. All contemporary art smelled like 
a secondhand thrift store. And I had this 
beautiful piece that just reeked of Japan.”

One Ray exhibition is rare enough, 
given the speed at which the 69-year-old 
artist works. (His last significant museum 
presentation in New York took place in 
1998.) Yet this season he’ll have no fewer 
than four shows on view. Last month at 
Glenstone, the serene private museum 
outside Washington, the collectors 
Mitchell and Emily Wei Rales premiered 
the third rotation of a yearslong rotating 
display of Ray’s work, juxtaposing one of 
his earliest post-minimal sculptures of 
steel beams and concrete blocks with a 
life-size self-portrait cast in a surprising 
new medium: airy, handmade white 
paper.

In February, Ray opens two more shows 
in Paris — at the Centre Georges Pompidou 
and at the Bourse de Commerce, which 
houses the private collection of François 
Pinault — that both include significant new 
works. This quartet of exhibitions, plus a 
major commission for this spring’s Whitney 
Biennial, may have been an administrative 
nightmare. (“Covid compressed them all 
together,” the artist regrets.) But it’s a 
summation moment for an artist who has 
thought harder than anyone about how to 
haul sculpture into the 21st century, and to 
retain the distinction of three-dimensional 
art in a world reshaped by flat screens.

His sculpture can be rascally. It can be 
anatomically explicit, though no more than 
Greek marbles or vases. Certainly it can be 
bizarre. (At the Pompidou, a new work in 
painted paper, depicting a reclining woman 
pleasuring herself, bears the eye-popping 
title “Portrait of the Artist’s Mother.”)

Like Jeff Koons, Ray since 1990 
has made sculptures rooted in everyday 
American culture, with extremely finished 
surfaces, that cost millions. Unlike Koons, 
Ray has channeled his Americana through 
a profound engagement with the whole 
history of Western sculpture, from archaic 
Greek statuary to the bronzes of Rodin 
and the welded steel of David Smith and 
Anthony Caro. Classical and modern, 
universal and particular, grand and 
everyday, his reclining nudes or wrecked 
cars appear to slide through time itself.

“The pace and rate at which Ray works 
are important,” says Hamza Walker, the 
director of the nonprofit art space LAXART 

in Los Angeles. “It’s perverse on the one 
hand; he could sit with something for 20 
years.” Ray, he observes, “distills down 
what we think we know, and it somehow 
becomes resonant, and produces 
reflections that show there’s so much 
more here than you know.”

“Archangel” had a classically long 
gestation. He conceived of it in January 
2015 — when, days after the Pompidou 
invited the artist to present an exhibition, 
terrorists murdered the editors of Charlie 
Hebdo and the patrons of a kosher 
supermarket. Ray went to the city in 
mourning, stood outside the museum, 
and had a vision of an angel descending to 
Paris, a perfect being alighting on shaky 
ground.

“I wasn’t trying to make a homage 
or anything, but I was really shocked,” 
Ray remembers. “I don’t know why, but 
Gabriel just struck me. He’s honored in 
Jewish culture, Christian culture and 
Muslim culture.”

Back in L.A. he had a model stand on 
a two-foot plywood pedestal, and while he 
was photographing him he tried to keep 
him on his toes. “I had a big stick, and I 
was banging on the box, really whaling 
on it. So he wasn’t just plopped on his 
feet. Because I wanted him to be alighting 
down to the ground.”

From the photographs he made 
patterns of clay, then of a plaster-like 
substance called Forton, and later of 
fiberglass. Only years into the process 
did he turn to wood, engaging the master 
carver Yuboku Mukoyoshi to translate 
the fiberglass pattern into hinoki cypress. 
The carver and his assistants found the 
suitable wood planks, seasoned them, 
glued them together, and chiseled the 
figure to perfection without the help of 
sandpaper.

When the work was finished, Ray 
says, “it was interesting to me that what 
was most present were the feet. And as 
you moved up it, it got more and more 
remote, from his hands all the way to 
that ridiculous man-bun. That was, to 
me, like a moon of Pluto or something.” 
The sculpture had become, after all these 
years, about the protraction of the human 
foot and the celestial head. “He’s very 
elongated, very tall, very sexual,” Ray tells 
me. “All my gay friends really, really like 
it a lot.”

Each of Ray’s four new shows is 
spare, nonlinear, and choreographed 
down to the square inch.The Met show 
occupies the whole Cantor Exhibition 
Hall, but features only 19 works in two 
giant rooms. The Pompidou has just 20. 
At Glenstone the Ray gallery contains 
only four works, plus a fifth outdoors: 
his “Horse and Rider,” (2014), depicting 
the artist in baggy jeans and deck shoes, 
slouching on an old Hollywood nag. 
Another “Horse and Rider” now stands 
outside the Bourse de Commerce: 9.5 
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tons of solid, computer-milled stainless 
steel, an over-the-hill horseman to rival 
the nearby equestrian statues of Henri IV 
and Louis XIV.

Working outdoors can be tricky 
for him, and two of his nude sculptures 
— both in the Met show — have been 
removed from public view in the past: 
“early statues to be toppled in this age 
of cultural reckoning,” as Ray writes in 
the catalog. “Boy With Frog” (2009), 
an 8-foot youth of white-painted steel, 
previously stood in Venice but was 
removed after a furious Facebook 
campaign against the public presence 
of a nude child. The two-figure “Huck 
and Jim” (2014), depicting Twain’s 
characters in the altogether and not quite 
touching, was meant to stand outside the 
Whitney Museum of American Art’s new 
home; the museum declined to show it 
outdoors, fearful of offending passers-by.

When many artists and institutions 
have shied from the slightest ambiguity 
around race, sex or childhood, Ray 
has pushed further, in the Met’s other 
astounding new work, “Sarah Williams.” 
Here Huck and Jim return, clothed this 
time. In a scene drawn from the novel, 
the boy has donned a woman’s dress 
before going into town (where he will 
say his name is Sarah Williams). Huck’s 
eyes are clamped shut. The fugitive slave 
kneels behind him, perhaps pausing from 
adjusting the costume. What unites both 
pairs is gleaming stainless steel: metal 
that grounds them in space, and mirrors 
our own regard.

Ray is now a paragon of the L.A. art 
world, renowned for his hourslong daily 
walks in the Santa Monica Mountains 
and west of the 405. But he is a child of 
the Midwest, born in Chicago in 1953. 
As teenagers, he and his brother were 
enrolled in a grim Illinois boarding 
school, run half by the military, half 
by Benedictine monks, its discipline 
softened only by weekend studies at the 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago. 
The military school did not leave him 
a believer, but he remains a devoted 
student of ancient philosophy and 
Christian theology. A favorite word of 
his is pneuma: “the breath of life,” in 
Greek, which he first learned in one of his 
religion classes.

While an undergraduate at the 
University of Iowa, Ray began making 
performative sculptures such as “Plank 
Piece” (1973), for which the artist pinned 

his body in midair between a wooden 
board and the wall, his limbs slack, his 
long hippie’s hair obscuring his face. 
To some it appeared like a parody of 
Richard Serra, who propped steel plates 
against one another. But Ray was already 
thinking about how the human body 
could be a sculptural element with its own 
abstract force.

“People would say, ‘Oh, that must 
have hurt! Looks like a car wreck! Looks 
like a Goya!’ And I would totally deny the 
empathetic aspect. I would say, ‘No. It’s 
about a relationship between a wall, a 
plank and a body. That’s it.’ Ridiculous. 
But that was the moment.”

Ray moved west in 1981 to teach at 
the University of California, Los Angeles. 
Chris Burden was already there, but Ray’s 
arrival initiated a turnover in the faculty 
that affirmed Los Angeles (unlike New 
York) as a city where schools formed 
the core of the artistic scene. It’s hard 
to overstate the artistic firepower that 
would soon assemble in U.C.L.A.’s faculty 
lounge: Mike Kelley, Nancy Rubins, 
Paul McCarthy, Lari Pittman, Barbara 
Kruger, James Welling, John Baldessari 
and Catherine Opie all became Ray’s 
colleagues.

“He really pushed this idea that 
the medium of sculpture was space, as 
opposed to clay or wood,” recalls the 
sculptor Frank Benson, who studied with 
Ray and later worked in his studio.

In 1990, Ray acquired a department-
store mannequin and affixed it with a new 
head, whose soft features and oversized 
glasses made him look just like the artist. 
This “Self-Portrait” reoriented Ray’s 
career — beginning a decades-long quest 
to reinscribe the figure into sculpture 
without rejecting the inheritance of 
modern art. Next came “Male Mannequin,” 
a stripped-off dummy whose genitals Ray 
modeled on his own. There was “Oh! 
Charley, Charley, Charley…” (1992), an 
onanistic orgy of eight Ray mannequins 
on view at the Bourse de Commerce, and 
later “Family Romance” (1993), now at 
the Met: a family of four, holding hands, 
all nude, the parents too short and the 
children too tall, to create the creepiest of 
nuclear households.

Especially in the context of Kelley, 
McCarthy and his other U.C.L.A. faculty-
mates, the mannequins were read as 
uncanny totems of consumer society, 
abject, even depraved. Which left Ray 
dismayed. “My struggle — struggle might 
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be the wrong word; my development 
— was trying to move through subject 
matter into sculpture,” he says now. 
“With ‘Oh! Charley, Charley, Charley…,” 
I was thinking death, like ‘Burghers of 
Calais.’”

He wanted to make sculpture that 
was figurative without being pictorial, 
that drew on tradition but  didn’t come 
into the gallery on “a Freudian surfboard,” 
to use Ray’s high-L.A. term. That meant 
giving up the mannequins, and entering 
into a deep, slow engagement with the 
relationship between a work’s individual 
parts and sculptural whole. “Tractor” 
(2005) at the Met, is a prime example: 
an aluminum copy of a past-its-use-date 
farm machine, every tread and tube and 
gasket sculpted by hand.  

“Some people saw it and thought, 
‘Oh, you painted a tractor silver,’” says 
Benson, one of Ray’s studio assistants 
for “Tractor.” “But I feel Charley was very 
excited that the interior of the tractor 
had also been sculpted. No one would 
ever see that work that was inside the 
transmission. But he and anyone who 
knew about the work would know it was 
complete.”

His fastidiousness has never 
calcified into a streamlined process. 
Ray’s studios — one in Santa Monica, two 
in the San Fernando Valley — are very far 
away from Damien Hirst’s factory floor. 
They’re more like laboratories, where a 
given motif can pass through countless 
editions of clay, foam, plaster and 
fiberglass; get photographed or scanned, 
then edited with computer software; and 
then be sculpted again.

How do you make a solid object that 
matters — that endures — in a world of 

liquid images? Ray’s answer, and the 
key word for his legion of curatorial 
and academic fans, is what he calls 
“embedment”: a kind of ontological 
rightness, an implantation within a 
certain space and time and society. That 
embedment can take place through 
the weight of the stainless steel or the 
careful soldering of the aluminum, or 
the classicized majesty he brings to his 
subjects. A homeless woman asleep on a 

bench. A squinting woman reclining in 
the nude. A man with a beatific Buddha 
grin eating a hamburger.

Each has been carved with the 
seriousness sculptors once reserved 
for gods, but in forms that reflect how 
modernity took gods down from their 
pedestals. “I kind of spent my life trying 
to figure out a way to embed sculptures 
in the world — how to make it so it 
doesn’t look like, Oh, who put that 
here? How long is that thing going to 
be here? But to be kind of made of the 
world around them.” When he achieves 
that, the sculptures can take on the 
near-abstraction of Rodin’s Balzac, in 
the gallery right outside the Met show. 
We leave the realm of biography and 
information, and we experience breath, 
pneuma, life itself.

“When you get to the more volatile 
social subject matter, I often think it 
starts as a provocation or a bad-boy 
experiment, which is a prod for him to 
start thinking,” says Jack Bankowsky, 
a former editor of Artforum who 
organized a renowned 2014 exhibition 
of Ray, Koons, and Katharina Fritsch. 
“That kicking-the-hornet’s-nest aspect is 
definitely part of his personality, but he 
sculpts into it, and the complexity that 
we associate with his work is what comes 
out the other end.”

In “Huck and Jim,” the flesh of both 
characters is transmuted into stainless 
steel. Jim stands upright. Huck is bent 
at the waist, hand cupped as if reaching 
into a river. Ostensibly it was their nudity 
that spooked the Whitney, but the true 
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precarity of the sculpture is Jim’s right 
hand, hovering gently over Huck’s lower 
back. In the space between lies a whole 
tangle of desires and sorrows.

“‘Huck and Jim’ is quite profound 
as a monument,” says Walker, who 
is currently organizing an exhibition 
of decommissioned Confederate 
monuments for LAXART. “This is like 
ur-Americana. These are not clothed 
soldiers, or men embodying virtue, 
but they somehow embody a national 
narrative, a national identity. We have 
this notion about how a monument 
should function. And then Charles Ray 
actually gives us something on which to 
reflect, and it’s like, No, no, no! Put the 
clothes back on!”

“There’s a disjuncture in it, which 
I got from Smith and Caro,” Ray says 
of the not-touching nudes. A similar 
charged separation recurs in “Sarah 
Williams,” where the positions are 
reversed: the cross-dressing Huck 
stands upright, while Jim crouches 
behind him, an arrangement of Black 
and white models that feels even more 
politically fraught.

But look closely at Jim’s right 
hand. Notice the fish hook sculpted 
in relief in his half-clenched palm — 
the hook which, in Twain’s novel, Jim 
uses to fashion Huck’s dress. Theirs 
is an emotional, historical, and racial 
entwinement in which the parts and 
the whole cannot be sundered. They 
are embedded in each other, as “Sarah 
Williams” is embedded in our space.

LAST YEAR, ON A SOLO DRIVE north from 
Los Angeles, Ray suffered a serious 
car accident. He broke his clavicle, his 
elbow, almost every rib in his body. 
And yet everyone I spoke to, from the 
curators to his studio assistants to his 
wife, the book designer Silvia Gaspardo-
Moro, told me Ray has come to these 
new exhibitions with a renewed vigor. 
He is working a little faster than before, 
and pushing into realms unknown. “I 
was really surprised that he dared to go 
so classical” in these new shows, says 
Caroline Bourgeois, the curator of the 
Pinault Collection. “He’s not a believer, 
but he dared to go to these ancestral 
questions. He’s leaving behind all the 
easier ways to speak about you and the 
world, and not afraid of challenging 
death.”

Bodies age. Bodies die. Sculptures, 
sometimes, endure. A decade ago in 
Venice, before “Boy With Frog” was 
removed, the Pinault team installed 
guards and motion detectors around the 
nude child with the dangling amphibian, 
and even plopped a Plexiglas box on 
him at night to keep away vandals. 
Back then, the sculpture had to remain 

pristine in order to be perfect.
The “Horse and Rider” now in Paris, 

though, is being embedded in a more 
laissez-faire manner. It stands without 
protection on a busy street, the hooves 
right on the cobblestones. Pedestrians 
can inspect the steel of the horse’s mane 
and the rider’s loafers. It may get a little 
scuffled, but after 50 years of sculpting, 
Ray now takes a longer view.

“In two days it’s going to have 
graffiti. Four days, it’s going to look 
terrible. In four weeks, the city’s going 
to demand removal. But I think in 40 
years, it’s going to start to look good.”
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IN 1846, back when critics 
were not yet afraid of 
rendering judgments, 
Charles Baudelaire went to 
the Paris Salon and wrote 
a review that aimed to put 
an entire art form out of 
business.

Under the title “Why 
Sculpture Is Boring,” 
Baudelaire argued that 
bronze and marble statuary 
was vague and elusive, and 
“presents too many faces 
at once” — 100 different 
angles — to the spectator. 
He thought sculpture 
lacked the authority of 
painting or architecture, 
which both made clear 
where they stand. When 
“a chance illumination, an 
effect of lamplight, reveals 
a beauty which was not the 
one he had thought of,” the 
sculptor must sadly accept 
that three-dimensional art 
is always fated to depend 
on the circumstances of its 
display. That makes it, the 
poet insisted, nothing but 
“a complementary art.”

Baudelaire’s critique 
was just one of many anti-
sculpture broadsides over 
the last two centuries, 
mostly delivered by 
painters — and by those 
critics in the tank for them. 

(Ad Reinhardt, maybe 
apocryphally, said in the 
1950s that sculpture was 
“something you bump 
into when you back up to 
look at the painting.”) But 
something interesting has 
changed in the camera 
phone age: Suddenly, 
a sculpture’s infinite 
perspectives and mutable 
viewing conditions provide 
new prospects in the 
gallery and on the web. 
To Baudelaire, sculpture 
disappointed by refusing to 
resolve into a single point 
of view, but to the camera 
phone-conditioned eye, that 
refusal is an opportunity. 
Every sculpture, to the 
contemporary viewer, is 
first a solid thing in the 
gallery and then a font of 
subsequent images, co-
authored by artist and 
viewer.

I’ve spent a lot of the 
past season thinking about 
the contemporary relevance 
of sculpture, and how we 
experience solidity, weight 
and dimension in the era 
of the cloud. It’s a question 
that framed my viewing 
of Verrocchio’s works in 
bronze and terra cotta, on 
view through Jan. 12 at the 
National Gallery of Art in 
Washington. It exercises 
contemporary sculptors as 
different as Richard Serra, 

Rachel Harrison, Nairy 
Baghramian and Andra 
Ursuta, who all presented 
major new shows recently 
in New York. It looms over 
the rolling controversies 
over public monuments, 
which solidify history 
in metal or stone, then 
deliquesce into pixels on 
Google Street View. And it 
provides the unexpected 
link between two 
extraordinary sculptors, 
working five centuries 
apart, who each updated 
the classical sculpture 
tradition for new audiences 
looking with new eyes.

The older of these 

two artists is Bertoldo di 
Giovanni (circa 1440-1491), 
whose small but varied 
output in bronze, wood 
and terra cotta anchored 
the fall season at the 
Frick Collection. Bertoldo 
enjoyed the patronage of 
Lorenzo the Magnificent, 
the biggest hot shot of 
15th-century Florence, and 
yet he produced relatively 
little; today he is most often 
spoken about as the student 
of Donatello and teacher of 
Michelangelo. This first-
ever retrospective, which 
closes Jan. 12 and contains 
almost every surviving 
work, sticks up for 
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Bertoldo as a multimedia 
resuscitator of the art of 
classical Rome, whether 
in Lorenzo-celebrating 
portrait medals or in an 
entire terra cotta frieze that 
topped the entrance of a 
Medici country house (a 
striking loan from a Tuscan 
museum).

Nude men and gods, 
twisting and writhing, were 
Bertoldo’s predicament and 
prize. An arresting, full-
scale statue of St. Jerome, 
made of painted wood and 
credited here to Donatello 
and Bertoldo working 
together, embodies the 
hermit priest as a lithe 
but wretched penitent, 
face pained and abdomen 
collapsed as he strikes 
his chest with a rock. Yet 
to a 21st-century eye, the 
most challenging and 

surprising work here is a 
serpentine bronze statuette 
of Orpheus, done around 
1471 and on loan from the 
Bargello in Florence.

Just 17 inches tall, with 
a tiny waist and unmuscled 
thighs and buttocks, this 
Orpheus looks more like 
a boy than a man as he 
sings, dances and plays 
a Renaissance string 
instrument called a lira da 
braccio. Get up close and 
you’ll see that the bronze 
is abraded and unfinished, 
especially on Orpheus’s 
lyre and on the animal pelt 
draped over his chest — the 
result of an only partial 

mastery of the lost-wax 
process of metal casting, 
which involves forming 
a clay mold around a 
wax figure, heating it so 
the wax melts away, and 
then filling the cavity 
with liquid metal. It was 
an ancient technique that 
Florentine artists had only 
recently rediscovered. 
Bertoldo’s “Orpheus,” 
for all its antique 
inspiration, is a work of 
a new, or newly revived, 
engineering process, 
whose glitchy rusticity 
has both a human and a 
technological derivation.

Bronze statuette 

works grew in refinement 
and finish later in the 
Renaissance and into 
the Baroque era. The 
financier and art collector 
J. Tomilson Hill, whose 
collection of bronzes went 
on view at the Frick in 
2014, now exhibits his 

cache of statuettes in an 
airy, white-walled space in 
Chelsea — alongside works 
of contemporary art. 
Right now at the Hill Art 
Foundation you can see 
five Renaissance bronzes 
alongside the sculpture 
of Charles Ray, the deep-
thinking and slow-working 
Los Angeles sculptor who 
has rethought the classical 
tradition for our age as 
profoundly as Bertoldo did 
for his.

For Mr. Ray, 
sculptural invention 
takes the form of an 
excessive perfectionism, 
in which new scanning 
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and casting technologies 
permit thrillingly off-key 
riffs on ancient forebears. 
In the low-slung sterling 
silver sculpture “Mountain 
Lion Attacking a Dog” 
(2018), for example, the 
artist embodies a predator 
sinking its teeth into the 
flesh of its upturned prey, 
updating the Greek and 
Roman taste for group 
sculptures of animals to 
today’s Hollywood Hills. 
(This work’s most evident 
art historical precedent 
is the marble sculpture 
“Lion Attacking a Horse,” 
at the Capitoline Museum 
in Rome — a favorite 
of Bertoldo’s disciple 
Michelangelo.)

The lion’s 
painstakingly chased fur 
recalls the contrasts of 
clean and striated bronze 
in Bertoldo’s “Orpheus,” 
though now the technology 
at hand is different. For 
Bertoldo, the intermediate 
step between the initial 
figure and the metal cast 
was a layer of wax. For Mr. 
Ray, it is 3-D scanning and 
CNC machining: highly 
precise technologies that 
translate objects into data 
that can be output to a 
robotic mill.

For both the metal 
sculpture stands as 
an uncanny replica or 
transformation of bodies we 
know, given new integrity 
and new value (literally, 
in the case of silver and 
bronze casts). What makes 
these sculptures compelling 
— and what Baudelaire 
hated about them — is the 
cryptic and unfathomable 
faces they offer as we 

circle them in the gallery, 
beholding them from all 
sides, scrutinizing their 
chasing and their patinas.

What interests me now 
is how young audiences may 
perceive these sculptures, 
and how the social photo 
has transformed our 
appreciation of them. For 
more and more viewers, the 
phone screen conditions 
almost all visual perception 
— and this is true even at 
a museum like the Frick, 
where, nearly alone among 
New York museums, you 
cannot take photographs. 
Whether the smartphone 
comes out or stays in your 
pocket, our eyes are already 
being reformatted to follow 
the logic of digital images, 
where life becomes pictures 
and pictures become 
information.

Sculpture, much 
more than maybe any art 
form, can offer viewers 
the satisfaction of 
oscillating between reality 
and virtuality, between 
object and image. (Unlike 
installation art, which too 
often recedes into a selfie 
backdrop, a sculpture 
retains its potency as it’s 
channeled with light and 
shadow from gallery into 
the social media feed.) 
Baudelaire’s anxiety 
about sculpture as a 
“complementary art” has 
drained away. The new 
challenge, when we look 
at Renaissance or modern 
sculpture, is to somehow 
still appreciate mass, 
volume and scale when all 
that is solid melts into the 
screen.
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WALDEN, N.Y. — The Los 
Angeles sculptor Charles Ray woke up 
at 5 a.m. and walked for four hours, as 
he does every day, both for his health 
and for solitary reflection time.

Only he was in New York City 
at the time, so he used Central Park. 
Energized, he got into a car and came 
up here to the Polich Tallix foundry 
in Orange County, to see some men 
about a lion and a dog.

Mr. Ray, who is known for 
his mysterious figural sculptures 
that “circle ancient themes 
and conventions,” as Roberta 
Smith wrote in a review, was finishing 
his painstaking work last month 

on new versions of a 2017 piece, 
“Mountain Lion Attacking a Dog,” 
for the exhibition at Matthew Marks 
Gallery in Chelsea, through June 16.

The cast sculpture comprises two 
main pieces, interlocking where the 
mouth of the lion meets the neck of 
the dog — the killing moment frozen 
in time. And it epitomizes the artist’s 
enigmatic relationship with his subject 
matter. Even when he is sculpting 
a nature scene, Mr. Ray unearths 
something uncanny that can provoke a 
reaction.

You wouldn’t necessarily know it 
from his process, which is steeped in 
art historical and aesthetic concerns. 
Wearing a dark knit cap that hid 
his unruly hair, Mr. Ray agonized, 
meditated and philosophized about 
every aspect of the piece.

Just the seams on “Mountain 
Lion” have occupied his mind for a year 

— he doesn’t “encourage” them, he said, 
but it often can’t be helped. “Sculpture and 
seams are like boxers and broken noses: 
They go hand in hand.”

The five new pieces in the show 
represent a large portion of the work 
he has completed since his 2014-2015 
retrospective, shown in Chicago, which 
may help explain why they cost between 
$2 million and $8 million each. For a 
major artist, Mr. Ray produces very little. 
“I work very slowly,” he said.

Mr. Ray had completed a sterling 
silver version with a rich gleam that made 
it hard to look away from. Next to it was a 
stainless steel version that required more 
polishing. “The stainless is like video, 
with all the realism and information, 
and the silver is like cinema, it’s warm 
and emotional,” said Mr. Ray, 64, who is 
known to all as Charley.

Some 40 people have had a hand at 
some point in the several-year process 

“Mountain Lion Attacking a Dog,” a sculpture by Charles Ray, whose subjects can often have unpredictable effects on viewers. 
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making the work. It began 
with having a real mountain 
lion in his studio, gnawing 
at a steak that was nailed to 
a piece of wood.

The piece was inspired 
by the sculptor’s long 
walks in the hills above Los 
Angeles, where the wild cats 
prowl, and also by a Greek 
marble sculpture, “Lion 
Attacking a Horse,” that Mr. 
Ray saw at the J. Paul Getty 
Museum.

But ask what it’s about, 
and you’ll get a sideways 
answer. “One could say I’ve 
spent a great deal of time 
making very little of my 
subject matter,” Mr. Ray 
said with a wry smile.

James Rondeau, the 
president and director of 
the Art Institute of Chicago 
and co-organizer of Mr. 
Ray’s retrospective there, 
said that the artist creates 
“vehicles that pick you up 
somewhere and drop you off 

Punta della Dogana, his museum in Venice, but later 
removed. The nude sculpture was beloved by many, 
but offensive to others — though it is no naked-er 
than the subjects of artworks all over the city — and 
locals wanted the return of a displaced lamppost 
there. (A version was installed at the Getty Center 
because of its echoes with the older art inside, and 
it remains uncontroversially on view on the steps 
leading to the main entrance.)

Even his fans acknowledge that his subjects can 
have unpredictable effects on viewers. “People can 
get stuck with his provocative content,” Mr. Rondeau 
said.

That was the case with “Huck and Jim” (2014), 
inspired by “The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.” 
The two naked figures — a black man and a white 
boy, almost-but-not-quite touching — were intended 
to be displayed in front of the Whitney Museum 

somewhere else.”
“They’re not narrative,” he added. “He’s making 

figurative sculpture relevant in the present tense, but 
connecting it to a long continuum of art history.”

Put another way: It’s sculpture densely packed 
with references, which is why the critic Hal Foster 
called him “catnip for art historians.”

The public has at times had a different reaction, 
as have institutions that feared controversy, 
particularly with his nudes.

Mr. Ray is perhaps best known for “Boy With 
Frog” (2009), commissioned by the luxury goods 
tycoon François Pinault for the piazza in front of the 



of American Art. But it was considered too 
contentious and the museum offered to move it 
inside; instead, Mr. Ray withdrew the piece.

“Disappointed is the wrong word,” Mr. Ray 
said of his feelings on the matter, though he sure 
seemed it. He said he was working on a public 
home for the piece.

Though his earliest phase involved pared-
down, Minimal art, he first lodged in the public 
consciousness with works like “Family Romance” 
(1993), a naked nuclear family in which the son 
and daughter are the same size as Mom and Dad.

“When I was a younger man I was very 
aware — and perhaps still am today — of a degree 
of provocativeness carrying a work into a room 
and grabbing people’s attention,” Mr. Ray said.

From the start, the art world has esteemed 
his work. “He has a complete understanding 
about the weddedness between conceptual ideas 
and the world of form, and the way they are 
integrated,” said the artist Laura Owens, who 
first met Mr. Ray some 20 years ago when he 
hired her for her first teaching job, at U.C.L.A., 
where he ran the sculpture program.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art’s classical 
collection — in particular a Greek kouros, of 
a naked young man — has long been a source 
of inspiration, particularly for Mr. Ray’s 
“Aluminum Girl” (2003), the first in his series 
of white-painted metal figures. It is on view 
at the Met Breuer in the exhibition “Like Life: 
Sculpture, Color and the Body (1300 — Now).”

Sheena Wagstaff, the chairwoman of the 
modern and contemporary department at the 
Met and co-organizer of “Like Life,” said: “The 
first time I ever visited him in L.A., he was 
reading Pliny. That’s not your normal studio 
visit.”
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On the day of the foundry visit, Mr. Ray 
was digging into the details of his sculptures 
like a Renaissance carver, though his 
assistants make the actual marks. He pointed 
to various areas on the finely hatched belly of 
the dog — in this piece, the canine’s supine 
vulnerability gave the piece his signature 
strangeness.

“These are marks from a clay tool; some 
are natural, but others are like a Japanese 
comic book, or like a Lichtenstein,” he said. 
“They are not randomly sprinkled on there — 
and that’s what took a long time.”

At lunch in an Irish pub after his foundry 
visit, Mr. Ray told one of his signature loopy 
stories about how he sent a sculpture to a 
collector “and I sent 12 empty crates along 
with it. I said the 12 empty crates is the space 
that goes around it.” He added, “He was 
totally freaked out.”

It was a joke, or maybe more of a wish, 
since he advocates lots of air around his 
sculpture. For the Matthew Marks show, Mr. 
Ray spread three works in one building and, 
in an adjacent space next door, installed just 
two more.

You could say that Mr. Ray leaves room 
for the uncanny wherever he goes.
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Five new sculptures flabbergast in exquisitely machined 
solid metal, almost realist but subtly abstracted. They include 
a stainless-steel, larger than life-size, middle-aged nude, 
stoically posed like a pinup (her obviously near-sighted gaze 
makes us less shy about staring); an aluminum copy of the 
ancient Greek “Great Eleusinian Relief,” which is owned by 
the Met; a silver mountain lion savaging a silver dog; and 
two stainless-steel, filmily white-painted garage mechanics 
at work. Collectively, they effectively condense two and a half 
millennia of sculptural modes and meanings, if you think 
about them. But thinking is no cinch when you’re rocked with 
wonderment.
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Charles Ray The George Economou Collection / Athens

Charles Ray has staged a dramatic exhibition with four works, pregnant 
with philosophical ideas about representation, the human condition, and the 
confluence of past and future.

Largely indebted to Hellenistic sculpture, Ray is fascinated by the Great 
Eleusinian Relief, circa 440–430 BC, on permanent display at the National 
Archaeological Museum in Athens. A Roman version of this work is in the 
collection of the Metropolitan Museum. Unlike the refined marble carving 
of the original, the Roman replica was reproduced mechanically through 
a technique known as the pointing process. Thanks to the most advanced 
technology, Ray has recreated the Eleusinian relief in solid aluminum. His is 
a copy of a copy.
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One could easily refer to the work as an example of appropriation art and 
put forward an argument about the postmodern condition, yet it is important 
to consider the myth behind the Eleusinian Mysteries: the abduction of 
Persephone by Hades, god of the underworld. Persephone was the daughter 
of Demeter, goddess of earth and fertility, who in one of her violent outbursts 
caused much suffering to the people. Zeus intervened and Persephone 
returned to her mother. Her rebirth stands for the rebirth of all life on earth 
and is often cited as the symbol of eternal life.
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The embryonic sculpture Handheld Bird (2006), which, as its title suggests, 
depicts the birth of a bird, is another musing on life. More enigmatic, School 
Play (2014) depicts, in solid stainless steel, an adolescent boy dressed in 
toga and sandals and holding a sword; he could be the twenty-first-century 
version of Triptolemos, featured in the Eleusinian relief. Ray captures 
the awkwardness of adolescence and the struggle between acting and 
authenticity.

“Past crimes create future jails. This exhibition does not live in the present 
tense. It is created for the future,” writes the artist in the catalogue. His 
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recreation of a work from the 1970s — a phallic stack of bricks tied to a 
sawhorse — suggests an impending catastrophe. It evokes the burden of 
today’s world on the individual and denotes the risks, guilty pleasures, and 
abundant possibilities of making and thinking about art.

by Vassillios Doupas
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For all its promise, the new Whitney Museum of American Art is and will be marked by an 
invisible original sin that can’t be lifted. That sin? An aesthetic one that perfectly mirrors 
America’s hysteria and mania around race, what D.H. Lawrence called the fear of our “old, 
hoary, monstrous ... unspeakably terrible ... and snow white ... abstract end.”

After boldly commissioning eminent American artist Charles Ray to design a sculpture to be 
permanently installed on the public plaza outside the new museum, the Whitney blinked and 
declined Ray’s proposal. According to Calvin Tomkins, the museum feared the work would 
“offend non-museumgoing visitors.” And just like that, a gigantic chance was lost. The proposed 
work, since made and exhibited in Chicago’s Art Institute, is not only a 21st-century sculptural 
masterpiece, it embodies so much of America’s past and current struggles that had it been 
placed in the front of this museum at this time, it might have been a beacon, a lightning rod, a 
second Statue of Liberty. Adding layers of paradox to this tragedy is the fact that the work is a 
classically traditional Western figurative sculpture in the vein of the ancient Greek and Roman 
art widely worshipped as beautiful. Here is Realism, incredible skill, fealty to canonical form and 
academic history. On top of all that, the subject matter is totally familiar, even banal or boring: 
two large, naked figures, both male — nothing not already seen in probably 100 other American 
museums. Yet Ray’s public sculpture crackles and fractures with historical counter-force and 
presents a fact so shattering that the Whitney decided the work could not be exhibited in public. 
Let’s see why.
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The figures are big, looming over us at about one-and-a-half times natural size. As realistic 
as they are, and as much as they command space and attention, they also feel abstracted, 
once-removed. At no point do the two figures actually touch; in 100 years, some committee or 
collector could separate them. Yet here they’re locked in cosmic orbit with one another, almost 
inseparable. A standing man towers over us at about nine feet. He’s probably about 40 years 
old, fit, but not a colossus. Still, he’s something of an augur, perhaps owning to how he peers 
into a distance over our heads as if we’re not here. Like he’s been swallowed up in something we 
can’t see. He extends his right hand over the bending figure of the boy who is looking into his 
own open hand, or down to the ground. He’s lost, absorbed in something. Ray says this figure 
“reaches down into the river and pulls up a frog.” Either way, nothing untoward, freakish, or 
flashy is happening. The standing man’s hand over the boy could be seen as a blessing gesture. 
For me, the small of the boy’s back seems like a vulnerable point, as if injury could be inflicted 
with very little force, especially given the distracted, rapt way he stoops, oblivious to the world 
around him. The standing man’s consciousness, meanwhile, is split, conflicted, weighed-on, 
pathos-filled.  He is far more aware of the boy than the boy is of him. Still, however academic 
the realism, neither figure feels Greek or God-like; the body language and type are familiar, the 
hair is contemporary, expressions are commonplace. There’s a sense that the fugues have been 
fashioned by 3-D printing or something that makes the surfaces feel digital, pixelated. Also, 
unlike classical sculptures on pedestals these figures stand on the ground in our world. Maybe 
due to their bigness and the fact that they’re cast in stainless steel and painted stark white, 
however, an enigmatic otherness still exudes. The sculpture is neither sensual and translucent, 
like marble, nor reflective and cold, like steel. These figures are in limbo.

This is where the hysteria sets in. I can’t recall a contemporary artist better electrifying a work of 
art with its title — activating a metaphysical interstice. The sculpture is called Huck and Jim.

Of course. We are looking at a representation of Mark Twain’s famous characters in The 
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. The man is Jim Watson, escaping Missouri for the free 
territory of Illinois and Ohio. Huck is the novel’s namesake, a small-town Missouri boy running 
from his drunkard father who wants to kill him for a treasure found in a previous book. In the 
middle of the night, on Jackson’s Island, in the Mississippi River, Huck finds Jim hiding from 
slave-catchers who will either kill him or chain him to claim the $800 reward for his return 
(about $25,000 in today’s money). As told by Twain, Huck is escaping but looking for adventure 
and fun. He’s no angel. All during the book, we read of how he wrestles with his conscience, 
thinking that the legally and morally right thing to do is to return this piece of property to its 
rightful owner. By the story’s end, Huck deigns to let Jim go because, as he puts it, “I knowed 
he was white inside.” Thus, Huck is the hero of the book, Jim the cause of his heroism and 
redemption. We know that Huck will eventually have access to the money he found. We don’t 
know what happens to Jim: if he’ll be able to return to Missouri for his wife and two children, 
if he’s killed making his way back from Arkansas, where Huck steered him in order to seek 
adventure. 
The hysteria comes from Ray flipping the script. This is not Huck’s story any longer. It is Jim’s. 
Or whatever version of Jim’s story could be truly authored by a white sculptor. Huck is depicted 
in the privileged precincts of the imagination, stooping to study something, lost in speculation, 
surrendering mindfulness to wonder and the luxury of marveling. Ray brilliantly reflects his 
callowness by obscuring his identity. It’s impossible to see his face without lying down on the 
floor. Or stooping over and peering up at it — which puts you in the exact same position as the 
figure you’re lost looking at, lost in aesthetic wonder. When you do get under Huck, you also 
notice that he has no pubic hair, another sign of youthfulness or innocence.

Jim is the lodestar of this sculpture, the locus of psychological and physical magnitude. This 
isn’t his Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. It’s his “Penal Colony,” his Inferno; in modern 
parlance, a state of terrorism. Jim is running for his life, for the fate of his family. Indeed, as a 
result of Huck’s lust for abstract adventure, he brings Jim with him deeper into slave country 
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rather than just crossing the river into a free state. Even when they reach the point in the river 
where the Ohio River branches north from the Mississippi, Huck misses the turn in the fog — 
and continues south. As a result, Jim is captured twice. Both times, he barely escapes. As seen 
in Ray’s sculpture, Jim is a man thinking about something serious; in the words of artist Kara 
Walker, “his inner plantation ... this grand place where to some extent, we knew our place; a 
place where one is whole ... and knows what to fight against, or what not to fight against, or who 
to obey, or how to hold on to oneself in the face of oppression.” This is Jim’s Gethsemane — an 
in-between moment of wanting this cup to be taken from him, even as he knows that in America, 
there’s no hope of this happening. In this geography of the damned, Huck is the Pontius Pilate; 
someone who “washes his hands” of someone else’s fate even as this tragic act binds his fate to 
that of the other. As James Baldwin wrote, “Whoever debases others debases himself.” All this 
felt ambiguity, confusion, innocence, violence, betrayal, and grand defiance radiates from Huck 
and Jim. Here Huck may be well-meaning and innocent, but he is still the racist who needs the 
black man more than he is needed. And we’re back to that white “old, hoary, monstrous, abstract 
fear” that the old codes will go away. As Baldwin writes, “It is the innocence which constitutes 
the crime.”

And then there is the second kind of in-betweenness at work. The standing man is black; the 
stooping boy is white; the man’s genitals are large and uncircumcised; the boy’s penis is small 
and without pubic hair; Ray is white.

Sexual racial tension is old in America, and deep. In 1851, Herman Melville pictured Ishmael 
sleeping in the sheltering arms of dark-skinned Queequeg and having torn feelings — later 
saying, “I must turn idolater.” Twain has Jim call Huck “honey,” and Huck talks about how “we 
was always naked, day and night.” American shadows become visible. In his famous 1948 essay 
on the relationship between the boy runaway and the slave runaway, “Come Back to the Raft 
Ag’in, Huck Honey,” Leslie Fiedler writes of the relationship as an archetypal case of American 
literature’s fetish, so to speak, of “chaste male love as the ultimate emotional experience” — a 
love not quite so chaste of mind as we are typically taught, he writes, even putting aside what 
he calls the “shackling cliché” of “the white man’s sexual envy of the Negro male” and the 
underlying fear, “white America’s nightmare that someday … he will be rejected.”  “Unwittingly, 
we are possessed in childhood by the characters and their undiscriminated meaning, and it is 
difficult for us to dissociate them without a sense of disbelief. What! These household figures 
clues to our subtlest passions!” he writes. “In each generation we play out the impossible 
mythos, and we live to see our children play it, the white boy and the black we can discover 
wrestling affectionately on any American street, along which they will walk in adulthood, eyes 
averted from each other, unwilling to touch. The dream recedes; the immaculate passion and the 
astonished reconciliation become a memory, and less, a regret, at last the unrecgonized motifs of 
a child’s book. ‘It’s too good to be true, Honey,’ Jim says to Huck. ‘It’s too good to be true.’” This 
is the mine field too far that Ray’s Huck and Jim occupies.

And yet no outcry erupted when the sculpture was installed at the Art Institute of Chicago, part 
of a tremendous exhibition of Ray’s later work. Perhaps because it was inside a public institution 
called a museum, within the confines of rooms known as galleries, where people know to allow 
ambiguity, nakedness, sexual tension, and unstable subject matter, even around race.  

In his sculpture, Ray hits us with visual fact, the belief that form carries meaning, and dispenses 
with all the familiar distancing tropes that keep stories safe and pathology at bay. Other than 
the operatic scale, there’s no romanticizing of subject, no nostalgia, sentimentalizing, myth, or 
fantasy. No pallative parable or moral. Just the bare facts. This is a glyph for the complexities 
of reality. Twain’s tale was set in 1853; Ray’s story is set in an eternal present and is nonfiction. 
Here, in Wallace Stevens’s words, it’s “a constant cry against an old order.”
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CHICAGO - Artists often turn 
to older art as a guidepost 
in developing new work. 
And why not? All art has a 
contemporary dimension, 
since it’s chattering away 
today as surely as the day it 
was made, even if that was 
centuries ago. Listening to 
past art is simply a sensible 
thing to do.
      Sometimes, though, the 
places in which an artist 
chooses to look are surprising.
      For well over a dozen years, 

Los Angeles-based sculptor 
Charles Ray has been looking 
closely at the art of antiquity. 
Carved reliefs from ancient 
Mesopotamia, mythical 
beings from Periclean Athens 
and Hellenistic Greece and 
heroic figures from Imperial 
Rome now usefully resound 
in the work of one of today’s 
most significant artists.
    Classical education as a 
primary engine of modern 
knowledge, a faith born of 
the Age of Enlightenment, 
collapsed long ago. Since the 
widespread replacement of 
liberal arts and sciences with 
practical and professional 
training, antiquity has 
seemed ever more remote as a 
source of artistic inspiration.
     Yet it’s everywhere in 

“Charles Ray: Sculpture, 1997-
2014,” the exceptional survey 
on view at the Art Institute of 
Chicago through Oct. 4.
       Amazons, Egypt’s 
Akhenaten and Nefertiti, 
Ninevah’s Ashurbanipal, 
sleeping Eros, the marble 
Kritios Boy, Aphrodite, the 
equestrian statue of Marcus 
Aurelius on Rome’s Capitoline 
Hill — ancient precedents 
hum within the artistic DNA 
of Ray’s distinctive recent 
work.
     He’s not a copyist — 
not in the least. These 
sculptures and reliefs are not 
appropriation art. Instead, 
Ray has been absorbing the 
lessons of antiquity to infuse 
contemporary figurative 

sculpture with an imaginative 
inner life.
     One astounding result 
is “Huck and Jim,” a 
monumental new work based 
on Mark Twain’s literary 
masterpiece. Grappling 
with America’s struggle 
for a civilized society is a 
subject as relevant today as 
it was when Twain’s book 
was published 130 years 
ago. Ray’s sculpture, having 
its public debut here, is an 
extraordinary achievement.

Spare yet potent

The exhibition is presented in 
a spare and lovely installation 
in the museum’s Modern 
Wing. It was organized by 
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Bernhard Mendes Bürgi, director at the 
Kunstmuseum Basel, where it was seen 
last year, and Art Institute curator James 
Rondeau. Lucky Chicago, where Ray was 
born in 1953, is its only American venue.
    The show features just 19 sculptures from 
the past 17 years. Those numbers indicate 
the slow, steady care Ray lavishes on his 
production. Each work can require years to 
complete.
   Take “Aluminum Girl,” a 5-foot-tall 
standing nude fabricated from ductile metal 
and painted a matte, light-absorbent white. 
(Think chicken’s egg.) This contemporary 
Aphrodite, completed in 2003 and his first 
in the classicizing genre, took shape over the 
course of six years.
     Ray started it while deep into the production 
of “Unpainted Sculpture,” one of several tour 
de force works. A smashed-up, 1991 Pontiac 
Grand Am was refabricated from scratch, 
fragment by twisted fragment. The actual 
wrecked car, which the artist found in a 
salvage yard, had been demolished in a fatal 
accident.
     Ray made scores of molds representing 
each wrecked piece from the interior, 
exterior, engine compartment and trunk. A 
fiberglass model was cast from each mold.
     Then, since the process resulted in parts 
slightly larger than the original, they had to 
be slightly altered so they could be fitted back 
together into a coherent whole. The finished 
object, not quite a doppelganger but an 
uncanny approximation of life, rests lightly 
on the ground.
   The finished car-wreck sculpture was 
smoothly spray-painted a light gray, unifying 
the voluptuous form and tamping down 
its expressionistic fervor. (Surfaces are 
critical in Ray’s work, whether metal, wood 
or fiberglass, painted or unpainted.) As you 
move around it, the noncolor yields a fleeting 
shadow-play.
   Someone unknown to us died violently in 
the crash that lurks in the sculpture’s back 
story. But a sculpture is itself a bodily thing, 
even if the body is dead and gone. Ghosts lurk 
in this machine.

Solidly ethereal

     “Unpainted Sculpture” is Ray’s “Laocoön.” 
That ancient, Hellenistic-style sculpture 
was dug up in Rome in 1506. (Michelangelo 
helped with restoration of its vivid, 
expressionistic forms.) As serpents strangle 
an agonized priest and his writhing sons, 
a bravura paradox emerges: Ideal beauty 
is embedded in a sculptural ensemble of 
suffering and death.
   Magnificent decay is a central theme in 
“Hinoki,” the artist’s 32-foot-long sculptural 

twin of a massive, fallen oak tree. 
Ray, his studio crew and Japanese 
craftsmen spent years casting it 
in silicone and fiberglass and then 
carving out a look-alike from blocks of 
cypress.
     In classical antiquity, cypress 
was a symbol of mourning. A wood 
sculpture that portrays decomposing 
wood will itself decompose over a 
span of centuries. “Hinoki” performs 
an excruciatingly slow-motion dance 
of cyclical life and death.
  “Sleeping Woman” is Ray’s nod to 
the recumbent sculptures of antiquity, 
which also inspired Brancusi’s 
“Sleeping Muse.” The vulnerability of a 
corpulent homeless woman asleep on 
a bench, head lightly resting on a bed 

roll, is remarkably conveyed in solid, 
machined stainless steel. Gravity pulls 
down on its visually buoyant form, 
which seems miraculously poised to 
drift on a gust of air.
  An ethereal condition of suspended 
animation is transformed into 
something dense and tangible. 
Carefully burnished surfaces range 
between finely detailed and loosely 
abstract, sometimes shiny but mostly 
matte. Surfaces of liquid light draw 
the luminous energy of the space 
around her into the hefty sculpture’s 
forbidding mass.
     She’s in a deep, dead sleep. If, 
on a fundamental level, traditional 
sculpture represents dormant 
consciousness, then “Sleeping 
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Woman” is an entire genre’s brilliant incarnation.
     Last year Ray finished “School Play,” a compact sculpture 
that traces his work’s classical arc. A pre-teen boy is in costume 
to perform a Roman-themed theatrical production. Wrapped 
in a bed-sheet toga and wearing beach sandals and a T-shirt 
tunic, he grasps an elaborate toy sword in his right hand.
     Visually, the figure is encased within a snug vertical column. 
Space is as tightly wound around him as his toga, weight evenly 
distributed on both feet. But Ray has made the solid, stainless-
steel boy 6 feet tall — the size of an adult. The child becomes 
father of the man, a boy disconcertingly caught betwixt and 
between.

Lively interplay

       The tensions between childhood and maturity constitute a 
recurrent theme in Ray’s art. It’s the core of “Huck and Jim,” 
the breathtaking new work based on Mark Twain’s “amazing, 
troubling book,” as novelist Toni Morrison once described 
“Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.”
     Ray’s two beautifully modulated figures are 150% life size. 
They’re large enough to suggest the monumental place held 
in the American psyche by Twain’s deceptively simple novel 
about a white boy and a runaway black slave fleeing down the 
Mississippi River, yet small enough to relate to a viewer’s own 
body.
     Both figures are unclothed. (The sculpture was designed 
for an outdoor plaza in front of the new Whitney Museum 
of American Art in New York, but the plan unsurprisingly 
fell apart over institutional nervousness about the nudity.) 
The 28-year-old man and the 14-year-old boy are shown in 
keeping with the steamy river narrative — “We was always 
naked, day and night, whenever the mosquitoes would let us,” 
Huck says — enhancing a sense of sculptural candor.
     Jim stands tall, head slightly turned as if in watchful 
vigilance. Huck bends over, curious and making a scooping 
motion near the floor. A lively interplay of limbs, sturdy or 
limp, in the sculpture’s lower half contrasts with the focused 
stillness above.
      Ray explains in the show’s fine catalog that the composition 
derives from a book passage about the origin of the night sky’s 
twinkling stars. They’ve always been there, Huck assumes; 
Jim says no, they were laid there by the moon.
      Huck allows that Jim’s poetic possibility could be true, 

since he’s seen a single frog lay thousands of eggs. That explains 
what he’s scooping up from below.
   Yet knowing this cosmic narrative isn’t necessary to be moved 
by the sculpture. The transfixing moment comes in the open palm 
of Jim’s right hand, which hovers just inches above vulnerable 
Huck’s bent back. It’s a gesture of reserved protectiveness just 
shy of human touch.
    Twain’s book is a knotty chronicle of childhood alienation, 
sometimes sober, sometimes comic. That little gap between 
Jim’s hand and Huck’s back electrifies Ray’s sculpture — a space 
of disconnect between child and adult, black and white, worldly 
exploration and homey sanctuary, even the artist’s hand and 
art’s prohibition against touch. The gap may or may not ever 
close.
   For all of their classical regard, Ray’s sculptures don’t look 
backward. His work is not Neo-Classical.
   Nor does it clamor for a “return to order” in our time of chaotic 
upheaval, like the one in the grim wake of the First World War 
that marked the 1920s Neo-Classical Modernism of Picasso, De 
Chirico and the New Objectivity movement. The 21st century 
may be spinning off its axis, but Ray’s refined aura is absent 
starry-eyed idealization.
   Instead, a humanitarian resolve distinguishes his work. When 
Ray quietly depicts himself as a jeans- and loafer-clad rider on 
horseback in a full-scale equestrian sculpture now installed in 
the museum’s garden, he’s neither Bellerophon astride Pegasus 
nor some imperial general coercing awe. He’s just a shrewd and 
intuitive artist with an animal determination to feel his way 
through.
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Charles Ray is a disturbing 
presence in contemporary art. 

Famous but little known, an artist 
who can work on a sculpture for ten 
years and then wait several more 
before showing it, he is so far from 
the mainstream that we sometimes 
forget he’s here. Ray, who is sixty-
one, has been unusually productive 
in the past decade. When I visited 
his studio in Santa Monica last 
fall, I counted more than a dozen 
sculptural models or fragments in 
various sizes and stages of devel-
opment. Some of them were being 
worked on by one or more of his 
fifteen assistants. Others—a ten-
foot-long, highly realistic croco-
dile; a mountain lion; an amply 
proportioned female nude, lying 
on her side—seemed to be tempo-
rarily dormant. The only finished 
work on the floor was “Sleeping 
Woman,” a stainless-steel carving 
of a homeless person, life-size, half 
sitting and half lying on a bench. 
Ray had seen her on Wilshire 
Boulevard three years ago, and 
stopped to take pictures of her 
with his digital camera. “Her sleep 
was geological,” he said. “She slept 
like a mountain sleeps—unwake-
able—with cars and trucks going 
by. When I got home, forty-five 
minutes later, I looked at the pic-
tures and realized I didn’t have 
enough, so I walked back and took 
some more. She hadn’t moved. I 
think she’s an incredibly beautiful 
woman.”
     Ray’s recent work includes some 
very large sculptures, on the scale 
of public monuments, and full-
scale fibreglass models for two of 
these were in his studio. “Horse 

and Rider,” more than nine feet 
high, is a self-portrait of Ray on a 
tired-looking horse. “The horse’s 
name is Hooper,” Ray explained. 
“He’s a Hollywood horse who’s 
used a lot, because he’s docile.” 
The portrait of Ray was sculpted 
from life: he’s wearing jeans, a 
long-sleeved shirt, and boat shoes, 
his longish hair is uncombed, his 
shoulders are slumped, and he does 
not sit comfortably in the saddle. 
“I’m over the hill, and Hooper is 
over the hill,” he said, laughing. 
“It’s important that he’s here and 
not up there”—meaning on a ped-
estal. Twenty-five hundred years of 
equestrian statuary, all those he-
roic generals and condottieri, have 
given way to an ordinary guy on 
a rented nag, both of whom look 
thoroughly “embedded” (a word 
that Ray often uses in discussing 
his sculpture) in their particular 
time and space. Ray explained that 
the fibreglass model of “Horse and 
Rider” had been digitally scanned 
in three dimensions, and that some 
highly evolved, computer-guided 
machinery at a tool-manufactur-
ing firm in Hemet, California, was 
carving it, part by part and very 
slowly, from solid blocks of stain-
less steel. The finished sculpture, 
weighing nine and a half tons, will 
go on view for the first time this 
month, when a major survey of 
Ray’s work opens at the Art Insti-
tute of Chicago.
     “Charley Ray spent the first 
twenty-five years of his profes-
sional life taking sculpture apart, 
and now he’s trying to put it back 
together,” I’d been told by Paul 
Schimmel, the curator who gave 
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Ray his first museum show, in 1990, 
at the Newport Harbor Art Museum, 
and organized his first retrospective, 
eight years later. “He’s taking on the 
whole history of sculpture,” Schimmel 
continued. “I think his ‘Huck and Jim’ 
may be the most important one yet—
there’s nothing like it in terms of the 
public monument.”
     “Huck and Jim” was the other big 
piece in Ray’s studio. Two fibreglass 
models, one more advanced than the 
other, stood side by side near the back 
wall. Jim, the runaway slave, is nine 
feet tall, a handsome black man in the 
prime of life, standing very straight 
and gazing somewhat apprehensive-
ly into the distance. His right hand, 
palm down in what appears to be a 
protective gesture, hovers a few inches 
above the bent back of the fourteen-
year-old Huck, who is reaching down 
with one arm to scoop something—
frogs’ eggs, Ray said—out of the river. 
Both figures are naked. Like many of 
Ray’s works, the sculpture is arresting, 
powerful, and psychologically loaded, 
and its future is currently in doubt.
     Ray started work on “Huck and 
Jim” in 2009, when he was invited by 
the Whitney Museum to propose a 
sculpture for a public plaza outside 
the new building that the museum 
would occupy when it moved down-
town, in the spring of 2015, from the 
Upper East Side to the meatpacking 
district. The Whitney’s identity as 
a museum of American art had led 
Ray to think about “The Adventures 
of Huckleberry Finn,” which he re-
reads periodically. “It’s our Homer, in 
a way, and Huck Finn is the Ameri-
can Ulysses,” he told me. “There’s a 
moment in Chapter Nineteen where 
Huck and Jim are on the raft at night, 
and they’re arguing about the stars. 
Jim says the stars were made, and 
Huck says no, they were always there. 
But then Jim says the moon could 
have laid them, and that sounds plau-
sible to Huck, ‘because I’ve seen a frog 
lay most as many.’ That was the gen-
esis of the piece.”
     Ray showed his preliminary design 
to Adam Weinberg, the Whitney’s 
director, and Donna De Salvo, its 
chief curator, and both of them knew 
immediately that it was going to be 

a great work of art. The doubts that 
seeped in during the next few months 
had nothing to do with aesthetics. 
They stemmed from the museum’s 
growing concern that this particular 
image of a naked African-American 
man and a naked white teen-ager in 
close proximity, presented in a pub-
lic space with no other art works to 
provide context, might offend non-
museumgoing visitors—thousands 
of whom pass through the area ev-
ery day on their way to or from the 
adjacent entrance to the High Line. 
It was the recurrent public-art prob-
lem: once you go into a museum, you 
have agreed (tacitly, anyway) to put 
up with all sorts of visual affronts, 
but, if you’re just walking by outside, 
you haven’t. In 2010, Weinberg told 
Ray that the sculpture could be in-
stalled anywhere on the museum’s 
property—on an outdoor terrace, or 
even in the main lobby—but not on 
the plaza. Ray could not agree to this. 
As he told me, “I don’t want what-
ever becomes of it to be less than the 
original idea, and the original idea 
was for it to be there. Listen, I’m not 
naïve to the controversies this would 
generate—I told them that contro-
versies would be a forest we had to 
navigate through. The precedent for 
their being naked is in the book. At 
night on the raft, Huck says, ‘We had 
no use for clothes nohow.’ Huck ran 
away, Jim was a runaway slave. They 
were outside.” As for the race issue, 
Ray said, “Huck never questions 
slavery. Toward the end of the book, 
he worries that by helping Jim to 
escape he’s really stealing the prop-
erty of his Aunt Polly, who has never 
done him any harm, and that he’ll 
probably go to Hell for it. And then 
he says, ‘All right, I’ll go to Hell, but 
I won’t turn him in.’ That is a great 
American moment, and it still means 
something today.” In the end, with 
enormous sadness, the Whitney de-
clined the sculpture.
     Ray didn’t stop working on it. 
The finished version of “Huck and 
Jim,” cast in stainless steel, was go-
ing to be one of the major pieces 
in his Chicago exhibition; he and 
James Rondeau, the institute’s con-
temporary-art curator, planned to 

install it at the entrance to the insti-
tute’s new contemporary-art wing, but, 
once again, problems arose. The site 
was ruled out because passersby would 
have to look at full-frontal male genita-
lia. Then Ray learned that the finished 
version would not be ready in time. He 
decided to show the very beautiful fi-
breglass model instead, but, after weeks 
of discussions with museum officials, 
there was still no agreement on where it 
would go, and Ray was thinking about 
not showing it at all. A decision was 
still pending at the time of this writing. 
“Huck and Jim” can’t seem to catch a 
break nohow.

During our conversations, Ray had 
spoken several times of his admira-
tion for the archaic Kouros figure (circa 
590-580 B.C.) in the early-Greek gal-
leries of the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, and when he came to New York in 
December I arranged to meet him there 
one morning. We stood for a while in 
front of the Kouros, a marble statue of 
a young man, nude and life-size, with 
powerful shoulders, a narrow waist, 
and both arms held close to his sides. 
Breaking with the stiff and formulaic 
Egyptian sculptural tradition that had 
influenced it, the Met’s Kouros steps 
forward with one leg, and the sense 
of movement and vitality in his stance 
forecasts the fully developed realism of 
classical Greek sculpture. “I don’t know 
what it was about the work that struck 
me,” Ray said. “The essence of it, the ur-
gency. Why is he smiling? Where is he 
going? A young man stepping out into 
an adult world. I was fascinated by the 
relationship, on the surface, between 
what’s natural and what’s stylized. His 
braided hair is like a teen-age girl’s, both 
stylized and natural. The testicles are 
full of life. I can project myself into the 
Kouros. When you get into the classical 
period, seventy-five years later, I can’t. 
The classical is so idealized that I can 
only have a mental relationship with it. 
I’m really interested in what happens to 
a work as it tumbles through time, and 
meaning is washed away. The Kouros 
is still here, stepping forward. He’s a 
meaning machine.”
     Few artists have mined the histo-
ry of sculpture more deeply than Ray. 
He wants to renew traditions, not just 
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to borrow from them. (To get under 
the skin of the animal sculptures he’s 
experimenting with in his studio, he 
spent many days at the Met study-
ing nineteenth-century bronzes of 
panthers, dogs, stags, and horses by 
Antoine-Louis Barye. “I’m wondering 
how to pull these things into the twen-
ty-first century, when coyotes and bob-
cats and other wild species are showing 
up in L.A.,” Ray said.) Ray’s “Young 
Man” (2012) is a modern Kouros—our 
own historical moment encrypted in 
the slightly out-of-shape body of his 
former student Ry Rocklen. “It’s not 
a portrait of him, but over the years 
I tried to take his heart and soul and 
bring them up and out, animate them 
in sculpture somehow,” Ray said. 
“Young Man,” like “Sleeping Woman,” 
was machine-carved in solid stainless 
steel, a material that Ray began using 
in 2005, in part because it can suggest, 
as marble does, the softness of human 
skin. I asked Ray why he did them 
that way, rather than casting them. He 
said that the viewer should be able to 
feel the sculpture’s weight coming up 
through the surface.
    Contemporary sculptors have an 
ever-increasing range of options in 
their choice of methods and materi-
als. Like Jeff Koons, Richard Serra, 
and other artists who don’t actually 
make their own work, Ray depends on 
the skills of such expert fabricators as 
Mark Rossi, a former art student who 
runs his own fabrication shop in Los 
Angeles. (The shop, interestingly, is 
called Handmade.) “Mark is my part-
ner on these projects,” Ray said. “But 
I have to be there. It’s not just a mat-
ter of giving the plans to the fabricator. 
It’s constant thinking and talking and 
wondering whether to push something 
or not push it. I’m always looking for 
branches in the road, what direction 
it’s going to take. ‘Young Man’ was the 
first one that took a really long time 
to make, close to ten years. We’d go 
in and work on it by machine, then go 
back and work by hand. ‘Young Man’ 
kind of sculpted itself in time—time 
became the chisel. My decisions were 
there, of course, but they were the right 
decisions, because I had time to think 
about them.”

Charles Ray grew up in Chicago. His 

parents, Wade and Helen, owned 
and ran a commercial-art school 
that Wade’s grandmother had 
founded in 1916, in downtown Chi-
cago, and there were always plenty 
of art supplies at home for their 
six children. Charley, the second in 
line, dabbled with watercolors and 
colored pencils and banged things 
together. The family moved out of 
the city to Winnetka in 1960, when 
Charley was seven. He and his older 
brother, Peter, shared a bedroom, 
and had similar problems in school. 
“Charley was not as outgoing as I 
was,” Peter recalled. “He didn’t have 
a lot of friends, and he didn’t pay 
attention in school, so he got very 
bad grades. So did I. We both had 
some form of dyslexia.” Charley was 
socially awkward. “I wasn’t the class 
nerd, but I was weird,” he told me. “I 
could tell long stories, and be funny, 
but I couldn’t do sports. And I was 
always terrified of being held back.” 
His parents had limited time to give 
him, what with the art school, their 
many friends, and the four younger 
children. Stacy, the next to youngest, 
and the only girl, was born autistic 
and schizophrenic, and her condi-
tion eventually became unmanage-
able. Her brothers still go to see her 
in the Chicago nursing home where 
she has lived for the past twenty 
years, and they take her out on over-
night visits. “She’s wonderful in her 
crazy way,” Charley told me. “She 
has a wicked, very sophisticated 
sense of humor.” Her illness affected 
the other family members in differ-
ent ways. “It formed us all,” Charley 
said. “There was always the free-
floating anxiety that things could 
get out of hand.”

Peter and Charley lived for sum-
mertime. Soon after the move to 
Winnetka, their father gave them an 
eight-foot, blunt-nosed dinghy, and 
they became avid sailors on Lake 
Michigan. It was the first of many 
boats for both of them, and their 
passion for being on the water is 
undiminished today. Peter became 
a competitive dinghy sailor; Char-
ley preferred solo sailing, often for 
long distances. His current boat is a 
fast, forty-four-foot Wyliecat with a 

flexible, carbon-fibre mast and one 
huge sail. Charley’s wife, Silvia, says, 
“We don’t have a boat—we have a 
sail that we hold on to.” For the past 
two years, in another studio that Ray 
rents outside Los Angeles, he has 
been overseeing the construction of 
a thirty-one-foot Pacific proa, a boat 
designed like the Polynesian seago-
ing vessels; it tapers at both ends, 
and has a huge outrigger on the 
windward side. I asked him wheth-
er building a boat had anything in 
common with making a sculpture. 
“I don’t think it does,” he said. “Boat 
building is intellectual—everything 
has a reason. In sculpture, it has a 
direction.”
     The two oldest Ray boys spent 
their high-school years at Marmion 
Military Academy, a Catholic school 
in Aurora, Illinois. Their father had 
gone there, and he must have hoped 
the school would instill some aca-
demic discipline in his troublesome 
boys. It may even have done so, al-
though they both hated the place. 
“I was a mess,” Charley recalled. “I 
could never comb my hair or do my 
shoes.” Put in charge of a seven-man 
squad for a drill on parents’ weekend, 
he marched them into a corner of the 
gym and couldn’t get them out. He 
was so miserable at Marmion that 
he started experimenting with LSD 
(which he bought in Chicago and 
sneaked in), and was surprised to find 
his grades improving. In the last two 
years there, his father arranged for 
him to take the train to Chicago on 
Saturday mornings, so that he could 
attend the Art Institute’s studio pro-
gram for high-school students. “I re-
ally started doing sculpture there,” he 
said. “I remember making a kinetic 
piece that the teacher brought other 
people in to see.”
     It was the first time he’d caught 
a glimpse of something he might do 
with his life. In spite of his academic 
record, he got into the University 
of Iowa, in 1971; the school had a 
strong studio-art program, and Ray 
came under the influence of Ro-
land Brener, a South African-born 
sculptor who accepted him into his 
modernist sculpture course. Brener 
had studied with Anthony Caro 
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in London. His own work reflected 
Caro’s abstract, formalist sculptures of 
welded metal elements, and for several 
years Ray’s did, too. (He thinks that 
military school primed him for the 
rigorous discipline of formalist art.) 
Ray was impressed by the importance 
that Brener attached to the work be-
ing done in the studio. “The first day, I 
made this sculpture out of scrap steel 
parts, and I took wheels and welded 
them onto it,” Ray recalled. “I ran 
into Brener after class, and he said, 
‘That sculpture you made today was 
very interesting spatially. But those 
wheels—they looked like flowers in 
a still-life. It shows me you want to 
make something, instead of discover-
ing something. Don’t ever do that in 
my class again.’ It changed my life. No 
one had ever taken me seriously that 
way. I’ve thought about it ever since, 
the difference between making and 
discovering.”
    Brener was a harsh and demanding 
teacher. “We had a kind of love-hate 
relationship,” Ray told me. “I took so 
much from Roland, and he took from 
me. When he left and went to Van-
couver a year later, I followed him, 
lived with him and his wife. He had 
a boat, and we did a lot of sailing to-
gether. Once, I overheard him say 
something to his wife about me—that 
this kid could contribute to sculpture.” 
They kept in touch, off and on, un-
til Brener’s death, in 2006, but after 
that year in Vancouver Ray was on 
his own. He went back to Iowa, and 
his work opened up. Students were 
encouraged to investigate the prolif-
erating new directions that artists in 
New York, Los Angeles, and other 
centers were exploring in the seven-
ties—body art, performance, film and 
video, process art. He did a series of 
performance pieces involving his own 
body, which he got a fellow-student to 
photograph: Ray trussed to the limb 
of a tree for three hours, or bent over a 
wooden plank that pinned him to the 
wall. I asked him if he had been aware 
of Richard Serra’s lead-prop sculptures 
in the late sixties. “I’m sure I was,” he 
said. “I was looking at everything—all 
the art journals, books, catalogues. But 
I wasn’t theoretical. I don’t think I un-
derstood what minimalism was about. 
I was too busy trying to make some-

thing that people liked, that resonated 
out.”
     He graduated from the Univer-
sity of Iowa in 1975, and after a year 
in Chicago, working part time and 
taking classes in commercial pho-
tography at the family art school, he 
began teaching. He taught at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky and at the Mason 
Gross School of the Arts, at Rutgers, 
where, in 1979, he received his M.F.A. 
At night, he made sculptures—visu-
ally disorienting constructions using 
sheets of glass; minimalist wooden 
boxes with non-minimalist perfor-
mance elements, such as his own arm 
emerging from a hole in the top, wav-
ing a red flag. (That one was called 
“In Memory of Moro,” after the Ital-
ian politician who was abducted and 
killed by the Red Brigades.) “I was 
thinking about the world, and try-
ing to engage with it,” he said. Later, 
he worked as a garbage collector at 
Rutgers, and as a lab technician at 
Princeton. He had a girlfriend, a for-
mer Rutgers student, who was two 
years older than he was. Ray’s shyness 
had curtailed his ability to meet girls 
in high school and college, but now 
his fierce intensity seemed to attract 
them. In 1981, he took a temporary 
teaching assignment at the University 
of New Orleans. His younger brother 
Aaron was dying of cancer in Chi-
cago. Ray was distraught, and drink-
ing too much. He had married his 
Rutgers girlfriend, but the marriage 
broke up. At this low ebb in his life, 
he was offered a position as a lecturer 
at U.C.L.A.’s art school, which was 
becoming one of the most innovative 
in the country. Ray was twenty-eight 
years old. He’d planned to stay in New 
Orleans for a year and then go to New 
York, but U.C.L.A. turned out to be 
the right place. He worked hard, got 
tenure, bought a sailboat.

After almost thirty-five years at 
U.C.L.A., Ray now teaches for one 
semester every other year, a seminar 
on a subject of his own devising, and 
it is always fully subscribed. I sat in 
on one of them—or, rather, stood in, 
because the class was held outdoors 
in the U.C.L.A. sculpture garden, 
on a brilliant, very warm October 
day. Ray, his teaching assistant, and 

twelve undergraduates had formed a 
circle around Rodin’s “Walking Man,” a 
monumental, headless, vigorously strid-
ing figure. Ray had no notes and no 
prepared agenda. Craggy and rumpled-
looking in worn jeans and sneakers, his 
colloquial, Midwestern voice rising and 
falling, he tried to draw out students’ re-
actions to the sculpture. He said, “You 
don’t have to worry about ‘getting it,’ 
quote unquote. A lot of young people 
don’t like it, because it’s done by a dead 
guy, and it’s bronze, and it’s art.” A skin-
ny male student eventually weighed in 
with a meandering observation that I 
couldn’t hear. Ray listened impassively, 
then said, “I’m just trying to find out 
how you locate yourself in front of this. 
Who is the Walking Man? Where’s his 
head? His head is over there”—point-
ing emphatically with one arm—“thirty 
feet away, look! The head is where the 
trajectory of the sculpture is moving. 
And what a beautiful thing when you 
get close and see how it was made.” He 
crouched down. “Look at these toes,” he 
said, reaching out to fondle them. “This 
is still realism, yet if you look at the de-
tail you can’t find realism anywhere. The 
toes are misshapen. They’re full of hu-
man tension.” He was silent for a mo-
ment. Then, his voice rising dramati-
cally, he said, “Rodin is here! He’s not 
gone. You can find his thumbprint!”
    Other students drifted by, laugh-
ing and shouting. The art department 
at U.C.L.A. was one of the first to do 
away with basic-skills classes and a 
foundation course. The policy is to hire 
working artists and have them teach 
what they do. Ray can’t teach that now, 
because what he does involves many 
different people and processes and en-
gineering skills, so he teaches what he’s 
interested in at the moment. One year, 
every class was about the Matisse re-
liefs of a woman’s back on a wall in the 
U.C.L.A. sculpture garden. He brings 
in visiting lecturers, and occasionally 
takes his students to the Getty Foun-
dation, or to the Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art. This year’s class had 
been told to read certain passages in 
the Iliad and the Odyssey, about the 
descent to Hades, and also J. M. E. Mc-
Taggart’s 1908 essay on “The Unreality 
of Time.” (Ray’s childhood dyslexia did 
not prevent him from becoming an avid 
and omnivorous reader.) His teaching 
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is physical and impulsive, with fre-
quent digressions. Ray doesn’t critique 
his students’ work anymore. Ry Rock-
len remembers that his critiques could 
be very tough. “One thing I learned 
from Charley was that there was a lot 
at stake,” Rocklen said. “That this was 
important stuff we were doing.”
     In the seminar that I attended, Ray 
didn’t try to establish one-on-one con-
nections with the students. 
His connection was with 
“Walking Man,” and with 
Rodin. “This is not a cas-
trated figure,” he said. “The 
dick isn’t there. If the thing 
was hanging, that’s all 
you’d look at. But I chal-
lenge you to make some-
thing with the sexual en-
ergy of this figure. They’d 
throw you out of school if 
you did!”
   Ray was talking faster 
and faster, gesturing with 
both arms and occasion-
ally rubbing his head and 
face with his hands. To-
ward the end of the hour, 
he calmed down a little, 
paused, and said, “If you 
give it time, and get past 
the image of the bronze 
sculpture in the garden 
by the famous guy who’s 
dead—if you slowly give it 
to yourself, you can shake 
hands with Rodin. I’m 
always amazed by how 
much Rodin is still here, 
still working. I’ve been 
talking a lot, and overtalk-
ing, but these are just my 
ways of getting into it. I 
make sense of it because 
his energy is there, and I 
see that as him.”

When Ray moved to California in 
1981, he was struggling to find a di-
rection in his work. Remembering the 
plank pieces he had done as a student, 
he went back to using his body, of-
ten nude, juxtaposed with minimal-
ist forms—boxes, tables, shelves. He 
couldn’t get a gallery to show this work, 
so he rented a warehouse in Venice 
Beach and presented a series of perfor-
mance “events.” Not many people saw 

them. There was “a wonderful mo-
ment,” he said, when Garry Trudeau 
satirized him in “Doonesbury” as a 
crazy, pumpkin-like artist who would 
do and say anything, but Ray realized 
that he wasn’t comfortable perform-
ing. “I saw that it couldn’t go on, and 
that my love was sculpture,” he said. 
He made a series of pieces in which 
liquids took the place of his body. “Ink 

Box,” in 1986, was a black metal cube, 
open at the top and filled to the brim 
with printer’s ink. It was followed, a 
year later, by “Ink Line,” a thin stream 
of ink that issued from a hole in the 
ceiling and disappeared into a hole in 
the floor. Both works played on our 
inclination to touch something that 
we don’t quite understand, and there 
were a few disasters when they were 
shown in 1987, at the Feature gal-
lery, in Chicago. Feature’s owner was 
a singular man with a singular name, 

Hudson, and he became Ray’s dealer 
and confidant. “We talked every day 
on the phone,” Ray said. “I could 
tell Hudson my worst ideas, because 
sometimes a great idea is buried in 
one of them.”
     Ray’s new work was also being 
shown at the Burnett Miller gallery, 
in Los Angeles, and curators and col-
lectors were beginning to take notice. 

In 1989, he made the first 
of his five appearances (to 
date) at the Whitney Bi-
ennial, and a year later he 
had a mini-retrospective 
at the Newport Har-
bor Art Museum. Both 
shows included “Rotat-
ing Circle,” a metal disk 
mounted flush with the 
wall, spinning so fast that 
it appeared to be station-
ary—if you were close 
enough, you could hear 
the mechanical hum be-
hind the wall. He had 
done an earlier version, a 
larger disk flush with the 
floor, which he showed at 
Feature. The danger that 
someone might step on it 
and break a leg required 
Hudson to hire a guard, 
and that spoiled it for 
Ray. He wanted his work 
to disrupt the viewer’s 
perceptions. “7½-Ton 
Cube” did so by being ex-
actly what the title said, a 
thirty-six-inch solid steel 
cube, painted an innocent 
shade of white, which 
weighed seven and a half 
tons. Just as his work was 
becoming known, Ray 
turned abruptly from 

abstraction to figuration. His 1990 
“Self-Portrait” took Paul Schimmel 
and other early admirers completely 
by surprise: Ray had bought a standard 
Sears, Roebuck mannequin, dressed it 
in the clothes he wore for sailing, and 
replaced the head with one that looked 
somewhat like his own. In Iowa, he had 
worked briefly as a night janitor in a 
department store, and the spooky rela-
tionship of mannequins to real people 
had given him the idea to use them as 
vehicles for a contemporary form of fig-
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uration. (He knew about the manne-
quins in Giorgio de Chirico’s paint-
ings and in works by the Surrealists, 
but he disclaimed Surrealism as an 
influence. “I am not interested in the 
uncanny,” he said.) Ray studied the 
techniques and conventions of com-
mercial mannequin-making so that 
he could design his own. “ ‘Self-Por-
trait’ was a breakthrough,” he told me. 
“I realized I’d always been interested 
in the figurative without knowing it.”
     During the next three years, Ray’s 
mannequin sculptures established 
his reputation as a major and rather 
notorious artist. “Male Mannequin,” 
done the same year as “Self-Portrait,” 
is a standard, unclothed figure whose 
barely suggested pubic area has been 
replaced by a fully realistic cast of 
Ray’s genitals. “Fall ’91,” usually re-
ferred to as “Big Lady,” is a mid-level 
executive type in a red business suit; 
from a distance she looks normal, but 
as you get closer you realize that she 
is eight feet tall. (There are two other 
versions, one in a blue suit and the 
other in black-and-white.) In “Oh! 
Charley, Charley, Charley . . .” (1992), 
eight naked male figures with Ray’s 
facial features engage in various forms 
of group masturbation—the critic 
Michael Fried called it “an orgy of 
one.” “Family Romance,” a quiet stun-
ner, presents a generic father, mother, 
son, and daughter, all of them nude, 
anatomically correct, and exactly the 
same height (four feet two inches). 
Some viewers found Ray’s mannequin 
sculptures appalling, but not as many 
as you might expect. When “Family 
Romance” was shown at the Whitney 
Biennial in 1993, it attracted less com-
ment than Ray’s immense “Firetruck,” 
a toy fire engine enlarged to the size 
of a real one and parked outside the 
museum on Madison Avenue. Ray’s 
game was to jar viewers’ mental and 
visual expectations with changes of 
scale, and in this he succeeded a little 
too well. He stopped doing the pieces 
in 1993, because he thought too much 
attention had been paid to their psy-
chological overtones. “It’s not that 
I reject subject matter,” he told me. 
“That’s one element among others. 
But I didn’t want my things riding 
into the room on a Freudian surf-
board. I’ve made a lifelong attempt 

to involve myself deeper and deeper 
in my medium. The psychological is 
real, but it’s non-sculptural.”
     Ideas for new sculptures come to 
Ray in odd ways. In 1995, a man he 
had just met was talking at length 
about his car being damaged in a mi-
nor accident. Ray suggested that he 
have the body fixed but that he leave 
the dents. “It was just a silly idea,” 
Ray said. “I kept thinking about it, 
though, and pretty soon I began 
looking for a wrecked car. When I 
was young, in the small towns out-
side Chicago there was always a fill-
ing station with a car that someone 
had died in—like a warning. I looked 
at lots and lots of cars, all over L.A., 
and eventually found one that I felt 
had the presence of its dead driver.” 
The car was a Pontiac Grand Am, 
circa 1991. Ray and several assis-
tants spent the next three years dis-
secting it, piece by piece, making 
plaster molds of everything (down 
to individual nuts and bolts), casting 
them in fibreglass, and reassembling 
them. Many of these elements would 
be hidden from view in the finished 
work, but Ray wanted every one of 
them to be there. “It became more 
and more an involvement with form, 
somewhere between abstraction and 
figuration,” he said. “Toward the end, 
I primed it. I was going to paint it the 
color it had been, but I saw that the 
primer was bringing out the form, 
so I made a paint that imitated the 
primer.” The color, a grayish white, 
had the strange effect of shrouding 
catastrophic destruction in a unified 
and ghostlike serenity—something 
new (to me, anyway) in the art of 
sculpture.
     “Unpainted Sculpture” was the 
culminating work of Ray’s mid-
career retrospective, which opened 
in 1998 at the Whitney Museum in 
New York, and travelled to the Mu-
seum of Contemporary Art, in Los 
Angeles, and to Chicago. Organized 
by Paul Schimmel, who had become 
moca’s chief curator, the show was a 
problem for critics. Ray’s figurative 
sculptures were so removed from the 
current post-pop, post-minimalist 
norms, so full of prankish surprises 
and visual non sequiturs, that they 
induced critical uneasiness. The Los 

Angeles Times reviewer Christopher 
Knight, noting the “quizzical expres-
sion” in the many Ray self-portraits, 
called the show “an unexpected mirror 
for your own nonplused response, in 
the face of the sculpture you’re look-
ing at.” Peter Schjeldahl, in a mostly 
favorable notice in the Village Voice, 
concluded, “Passive aggression, raised 
to heights of the sublime, may be 
Ray’s ruling artistic principle.”
     Mid-career retrospectives can leave 
some artists feeling depleted. Ray’s re-
action was to go deeper into his work. 
He began spending much more time 
on each sculpture, and he didn’t have 
another solo show in New York or Los 
Angeles for nine years. Apart from the 
people he worked with, he had few 
friends in the L.A. artist community. 
He had been close to Chris Burden 
and Nancy Rubins, both of whom 
taught at U.C.L.A. Ray and Burden 
sailed together in a boat they owned 
jointly, but after 1998 their friendship 
lapsed. Ray had a new, ultralight rac-
ing boat, called a Santa Cruz 40, which 
he entered in a qualifying trial for the 
single-handed race to Hawaii—it was 
a four-hundred-and-fifty-mile course 
to Mexico and back. Off the Cortez 
Bank the first night, while he was be-
low deck and the boat was on autopi-
lot, it collided with a U.S. Navy vessel 
on maneuvers. His boat was a total 
loss. Ray wasn’t hurt, though, and the 
insurance company paid him enough 
to buy the boat that he has now.
     Ashore, he lived like a graduate 
student, in a series of rented, under-
furnished and sometimes unheated 
houses. He didn’t watch television, 
rarely went to the movies, and wasn’t 
interested in music. In 1997, he began 
to work on the sculpture that would 
be called “Aluminum Girl.” It was his 
first attempt to sculpt a fully formed 
human figure, and it started with a 
body cast of Jennifer Pastor, a young 
artist who had been a graduate stu-
dent of his at U.C.L.A. Ray had hired 
Pastor to work on his figurative sculp-
tures—one of her previous jobs had 
been with a mannequin factory. They 
began living together in 1992.
     Ray’s original plan was to have the 
model copied in wood. He sent it to 
Germany, where expert woodcarvers 
worked on it for a year, but he didn’t 
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like the result—it looked too Ger-
man, he said, too crafted. He and 
Pastor kept reworking the model. 
Two more years passed, during which 
Ray and Pastor stopped living to-
gether but remained friends. While 
Ray was dismantling a derelict farm 
tractor that he planned to reconsti-
tute in aluminum, it occurred to him 
to try casting the Pastor model in that 
material. “Aluminum is a soft mate-
rial that doesn’t hold a sharp edge, 
the way bronze does,” he explained. 
“It brought a strange quality of flesh.” 
The standing figure is slightly less 
than life-size. Although the pupils of 
her eyes have been left blank, and the 
surface is painted a uniform shade of 
matte white that took Ray months to 
decide on, her nakedness is personal 
and startlingly specific—stylized yet 
natural, like the Kouros. Seven years 
in the making, the sculpture’s strange 
balance of power and vulnerability, 
stillness and emotion, carries more 
than a hint of the complex relation-
ship between Ray and Pastor. “I didn’t 
want to be a figurative artist,” Ray ad-
mitted to me. “I worried about it, felt 
I had to get away from it. And then I 
stopped worrying.”

Ray met Silvia Gaspardo-Moro in 
2001, at a dinner party in London. 
She was a book designer, Italian-
born, a quietly elegant woman in 
her mid-thirties who had never been 
married. Ray had been married twice, 
both times briefly, and he’d had four 
or five long-term relationships. He 
knew immediately that this would 
be permanent. They wrote each other 
long e-mails. Whenever Ray’s work 
was being shown in Europe, he ar-
ranged to see her, and when she came 
to New York he dropped everything 
and booked a flight, so that they 
could meet for lunch or dinner. “We 
both knew it was a serious attrac-
tion, and we were very careful with 
it,” Ray told me. “It developed very 
slowly.” By 2003, they were spend-
ing more and more time together, in 
Los Angeles or at her parents’ sum-
mer home, on the island of Santa 
Maria, between Sardinia and Corsica, 
where she had done a lot of sailing 
as a child. She was in Los Angeles 
in 2007 when Ray was told that he 

needed open-heart surgery. They got 
married before the operation, so that 
Gaspardo-Moro could be with him 
in the hospital. “We were ready to be 
married anyway,” Ray said.
     It took a year and several proce-
dures for him to recover. Instructed 
by his doctors to exercise regularly, 
he still gets up at four or four-thirty 
every morning and walks for three 
hours. “I figure I’ve walked thousands 
of miles since the operation,” he told 
me. His heart, monitored by a pace-
maker, is holding up well, and a strict 
diet, with little or no alcohol, keeps 
him lean and healthy. (He still drinks 
many cups of black coffee.) Ray has 
always been uncomfortable in groups 
of people, so he and his wife spend 
most of their evenings at home, in a 
one-story, modernist house in Brent-
wood that they bought four years 
ago. Silvia has an office in the Santa 
Monica studio, where she continues 
to design books, including several 
on Ray’s work. Being with her has 
changed him in many ways. “He’s 
more grounded and more domesti-
cated,” Peter Ray told me. “I think 
she’s put a rhythm to his life that he 
didn’t have before.”
     Most of the sculptures that Ray 
has produced in the past fifteen years 
come out of “Unpainted Sculpture” 
or “Aluminum Girl,” although each 
of them is definitive in its own way. 
They include “Father Figure” (a toy 
tractor with its driver, enlarged to full 
size); “The New Beetle” (a young boy, 
Mark Rossi’s son Abel, playing on the 
floor with a model VW); “Chicken” 
(a porcelain egg with a hole in its 
shell, out of which an embryo chick 
emerges); “Baled Truck” (an industri-
ally compressed pickup reproduced 
in solid stainless steel, weighing thir-
teen tons); and “School Play” (Abel 
Rossi at twelve, larger than life-size, 
wearing a bedsheet toga). The Art 
Institute owns Ray’s 2007 “Hinoki,” 
another obsessive re-creation. Driv-
ing along the central coast of Califor-
nia one winter day in 1997, Ray saw 
a huge fallen oak in a meadow. The 
way it had settled into the landscape 
made him want to preserve it sculp-
turally. Although the tree had been 
down for twenty years or more and 
was near collapse, eaten away by in-

sects and rot, the owner of the vineyard 
it was on refused to sell it to him. (Ray 
had offered him five thousand dollars.) 
Ray hiked all over the state looking for 
another log, but nothing else would do, 
so he rounded up a few friends, drove 
down from Los Angeles in a truck, 
and, without asking anyone, cut up 
the oak with a chainsaw and took the 
pieces back to his studio. Over a period 
of many months, he and his crew took 
silicone molds of every section, which 
they combined to make a full-scale fi-
breglass replica of both the outside and 
the rotted inside. This was then shipped 
to Osaka, Japan, where the master 
woodworker Yuboku Mukoyoshi and 
his apprentices spent four years repro-
ducing it in Japanese cypress. Mukoyo-
shi explained to Ray that the cypress 
(hinoki in Japanese) would be good 
for four hundred years, after which it 
would split and crack for another two 
hundred before entering its final, four-
hundred-year decline. James Rondeau, 
the curator, described the work to me as 
“a sculpture about time, in time.”
     The range of Ray’s ambition has 
emerged more clearly since 2005. The 
mischievous humor and perceptual 
jolts of his early work have given way to 
more complex investigations of sculp-
ture’s past glories and its contemporary 
relevance. He wants his work to retain 
meaning for a very long time. “He’s not 
affected by the zeitgeist,” I was told by 
Francesco Bonami, the Italian curator, 
who has put Ray’s work in the Whit-
ney Biennial and the Venice Biennale. 
“What drives Charley is his aware-
ness of time. . . . His work is, I think, 
his ambitious and arrogant way to say, 
‘I can stop time. My work will stop 
time.’ ” Most of Ray’s income goes back 
into studio and fabrication expenses. 
By 2004, having left his first dealer, 
Hudson, years earlier, he was being 
represented by Regen Projects, in Los 
Angeles. At this point, Larry Gago-
sian, David Zwirner, and several other 
top New York galleries began actively 
courting him. He decided to go with 
Matthew Marks, who represents Jasper 
Johns, Robert Gober, Brice Marden, 
and other artists he admires, because he 
believed (correctly) that Marks would 
not pressure him to produce for the 
market. Marks sells one or two of his 
new sculptures a year, for upward of 
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three million dollars apiece. They usu-
ally go to museums or to major collec-
tors, among them Mitch and Emily 
Rales, Eli Broad, and the French lux-
ury-goods magnate François Pinault. 
“Mr. Pinault started coming to my 
studio when I was pretty young, and 
I didn’t have anything to sell him,” 
Ray recalled. “He comes here and 
just looks—we don’t talk. I can’t speak 
French, and Mr. Pinault doesn’t speak 
much English.” In 2007, Pinault 
commissioned Ray to do an outdoor 
sculpture for the Punta della Dogana, 
in Venice, which the architect Tadao 
Ando was renovating as a museum 
for Pinault’s collection. The Dogana, 
Venice’s seventeenth-century customs 
house, is on a small, triangular prom-
ontory where the Grand Canal flows 
into the lagoon. “Even though my 
heart surgery was a few weeks away, 
I knew instantly that I would do it,” 
Ray told me. He also knew what he 
would propose: a larger-than-life-size 
sculpture of a nude boy holding a frog.
     The image had nothing to do with 
Venice—its source was the passage in 
“Huckleberry Finn” that later inspired 
“Huck and Jim.” Pinault agreed to it 
without question. If the work has a 
subject, it is childhood, an adolescent 
boy discovering the natural world. 
The figure was originally going to 
be fourteen feet high, but when Ray 
learned that generations of Venetian 
couples had come to this picturesque 
spot to kiss under a nineteenth-cen-
tury lamppost he reduced the scale to 
eight feet. He wanted his boy to be-
come a permanent “citizen” of Venice, 
not a monument. The sculpture, cast 
in stainless steel and painted white, 
replaced the lamppost a few months 
before the opening of the 2009 Ven-
ice Biennale. Strikingly beautiful and 
impossible to miss, it was a magnet 
for controversy—adored by the inter-
national art world, condemned by ul-
traconservative Venetians who dislike 
modernism and resist change. Four 
years later, the ultras forced its re-
moval. Venetians can now kiss under 
the lamppost again—not the old one 
but a modern copy. The original “Boy 
with Frog” is currently in storage. A 
second version was bought by a Phila-
delphia collector who has promised it 

as a gift to the Philadelphia Museum 
of Art.
     Ray is not discouraged by the 
failures of his two most ambitious 
works to embed themselves in the 
public domain. “I’m over the fact that 
‘Huck and Jim’ is not going to be at 
the Whitney, and I understand the 
reasons,” he told me. “The Whitney 
is my alma mater—their new build-
ing should open in good spirit. I also 
think ‘Boy with Frog’ is a great sculp-
ture, which will continue out in the 
world.” He is increasingly interested 
in making sculptures that are not just 
public but “civic.” To be civic, he says, 
a work has to engage and reverber-
ate with many people, as the monu-
mental Cubist sculpture that Picasso 
gave to the city of Chicago has done. 
“When the Picasso first went up, in 
the sixties, people thought it was a 
joke, they couldn’t deal with it, but 
now you can’t imagine the city with-
out it,” Ray said. “It became a kind of 
mascot—a citizen.”
     Ray was recently asked to submit 
a proposal for San Francisco’s new 
rail station. I saw the clay model in 
his studio—two nude men lying on 
their backs, visibly dead. The image 
was inspired by Hans Holbein the 
Younger’s “The Body of the Dead 
Christ in the Tomb” (1520-22), in the 
Kunstmuseum Basel. “They say Dos-
toyevsky lost his faith looking at that 
painting,” he told me. “I was think-
ing about the aids crisis, the ten years 
of war we’d been in, the violence in 
our cities, the drugs. I wanted you to 
look at this sculpture and feel happy 
that you were alive. Could I make a 
sculpture about death that was re-
ally about life?” His proposal was 
turned down, not surprisingly, so he 
is making it on his own. “This one is 
probably five years away from being 
finished,” he said. “It’s extremely dif-
ficult to make somebody look dead, 
to drain the body of intentionality. 
I want them to look really dead. Do 
they seem dead to you?” 
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Charles Ray talks with Zachary Cahill about how sculpture 
constitutes an intersection between actual space and 
states of mind. A differential is an automotive part that 
allows two wheels on the same axle to run at varying 
speeds. A sculptural differential might thus be a useful 
metaphor, not only for considering sculpture itself, but 
also as a device with which to “think sculpturally,” as Ray 
would put it.



ZACHARY CAHILL: Let’s start with why you chose flowers for 
your drawings.

CHARLES RAY: They’re colorful. I use them as an instant 
armature to engage with color, indulge in color. For me they are 
a kind of artistic location, or mental location, where I can begin 
without overthinking things. What’s at stake in my sculptures 
is different from what’s at stake in the flower drawings.

ZC: In that Los Angeles Times interview, you said you did the 
flower drawings to relax in the evening.

CR: The drawing is very haptic, in that it’s centered on the 
experience of doing it, in the moment. The sculpture is more 
an investigation of my engagement with my life, with the 
world, what things are, how I am, what is around me. The 
flower drawings are certainly an engagement with life, too—
they’re sensual, they’re in front of me, i’m making decisions—
but they’re instantaneous. I can go to the same armature every 
day, in a way. That’s a simplistic way of putting it, because 
one could say there’s a developmental quality to the flower 
drawings as well. But what’s at stake is different.

ZC: I love that you use sculptural language for talking about the 
drawings. Words like “armature.”

CR: One can see armature in everything, by which I mean 
a kind of core to build around. The notion of the armature 
could shift, within a period of time, or an engagement with a 
particular work. But, yes, it is like a steel rod that you put clay 
around.

ZC: How did you decide to start exhibiting the flower drawings, 
for instance at the Whitney biennial in 2010?

CR: That year, my friend Francesco Bonami was the curator, 
and he asked me if I would exhibit a flower drawing. I said I 
would do it if he gave a whole room, so people could see many 
of them all at once. Surprisingly, he said yes.

ZC: I’m interested to ask you about sculpture’s presentness. 
How important is the spatial component, for you? What is 
urgent, or necessary, about occupying space?

CR: Well, it’s how you enter the question, or what the trajectory 
into that meaning is. I think it has to do more with building, 
being able to express haptically through building, and then 
finding a syntax and a building language. When I was young, 
I had difficulty expressing myself in writing. Not in speaking, 
but in being able to put together complex, coherent sentences 
on paper. When I went to university and actually started 
making sculpture, I found myself engaging with its sense of the 
physical. I liked outdoor sports such as sailing, and mountain 
trekking. I liked certain formalities. I think I mentioned earlier 
that I had gone to military school, which I didn’t like, but it 
did instill a very rigid set of rules regarding how to behave. 
Formalist sculpture had rules embedded in it, so I came to 
understand them pretty quickly. I became able to express 
myself by putting things together and building. So I devoted 
myself to that, rather than writing essays or doing historical 
research for term papers.

ZC: That brings me to your lovely essay on Alberto Giacometti 
from 2001. You really captured the way Giacometti space-
sculpted objects, meaning, the degree to which the space 
around the figures is activated. How does that relate to how you 
think about your own work?

CR: I think about that all the time. But it isn’t something 
that deploys; you can’t turn it on and off. In an interview, 

Giacometti once said, “I tend to make sculptures as realistically as 
possible.” The interviewer replied, “What are you talking about?” 
and Giacometti replied, “No, it’s true, when I look at you, I see your 
nose, your lips, your groin, your elbow, your knee, your toes. I have 
to scan you to see all of you. I can’t see all of you until I back up, 
across the room. Then I can see all of you. But I don’t only see you. I 
see this great, huge vista of space in and around you, squeezing and 
compressing you.” That’s a really sculptural idea: how is a sculpture 
in the room, and in the world? How is it embedded in space? It’s 
really complex, and Giacometti goes at it in really interesting ways. 
We were talking about armatures before; he had a beautiful use 
of armature in that he made works on the wire, and squeezed the 
clay, working away at a figure, and at a certain point, he would stop. 
Then his brother Diego would come in and make a plaster mold. 
But the work is not necessarily finished now that he has a plaster. 
He still has the armature and the clay. He might resume working 
with the clay and take it in a different direction. So one rod with clay 
on it could produce five, six, seven, eight different plasters. Out of 
those plasters, maybe six, three, or one would become a bronze. All 
thought has an armature, in a sense. There is a similar process that 
goes on in the brain, where you build up and off other thoughts, 
sculpturally. So when you ask me how Giacometti’s process relates to 
my own work: well, physically, no, I don’t have a wire and squish clay 
on it. But there is the armature, and the building of the armature, 
seeing the different developmental stages. Once you get an “idea” 
or “product” finished—you realize there is no “finished”—but the 
armature doesn’t have to be regarded, disregarded. It’s not a means 
to an end; it’s a core. So when you build something, you need an 
armature, you need a structure.

ZC: Space has many facets: psychological, physical…

CR: Well, it’s a funny thing. I’m not so sure. There’s a lot of talk 
about how people think about space. Architects, for example, talk 
about “the space,” as in civic space, or interior space. Exterior space. 
Private space. People used to call the internet the information 
superhighway. They don’t use that term any more. But the 
spatial metaphor is fascinating. It is kind of interesting to use 
mathematical topologies in dimensional work. For instance if you 
imagine sphere-packing—meaning, how many spheres you can 
pack in a box—what’s more efficient? You can throw them all in, or 
stack them. If, mathematically—which you can do in an equation 
very easily—you make a four-dimensional box, or a five-dimensional 
box, or an eleven-dimensional box, you can pack more oranges in 
it, because it has more dimensions. It is debatable whether such 
things exist or not. But mathematicians can access them, and deal 
with them in equations. My point is that I don’t see sculpture as 
“in” space. I see sculpture as using space, bending it, modeling it, 
manipulating it. I know that’s an analogy, because where do you 
bend, where do you manipulate? I had a designer friend who gave 
me a very beautiful colander that he designed, for rinsing pasta. I 
have it in my kitchen. Another friend of mine, a philosopher, saw it 
and said to me, “Why do you have that perforated object around all 
those holes in your kitchen drawer?” [both laugh]

ZC: So, it depends on how you approach it. To a sculptor, or a 
philosopher, the holes could have preceded the perforated object.

CR: Why is David Smith’s Untitled (Candida) (1965) not a frame? 
You know, since you can look through it? It’s complicated, I think, 
and a very beautiful sculptural equation.

ZC: For me, there’s a psychological register that your work is 
operating on. It also has humor, although it’s more deadpan, not 
knee-slapping humor. I think humor and psychology often go 
together, whether it’s Freud writing about jokes, or Woody Allen 
on the psychiatrist’s couch so often in his films. Can you talk about 
those different states, and how you think of them?

CR: They’re inseparable, certainly. You can’t take the psychology out 
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of space. Nor can you take the warp out of it. Maybe making 
sculptures is a process of removal. How much can you take out 
and still have something? Take out what you know, maybe. 
I’ve talked about this aspect of my work a lot: take the black 
ink in Ink Box (1986). It doesn’t work with green ink. It had 
to be black ink. What’s unfortunate is we already intuitively 
understand why the black ink in Ink Box had to be black.

ZC: It seems like a real coming together of material choice, with 
an effect on how the work operates.

CR: It has something to do with how deeply and strongly it is 
embedded in the world, and how much it will live outside its 
own meaning.

ZC: What do you mean by “live outside its own meaning”? Can 
you give an example?

CR: An obvious example would be an archaic work like the 
Manhattan kouros figure. I have no idea what it was made for. 
But I find it fascinating, and for me it’s a contemporary work 
of art because it’s still generating meaning, today, for me. A lot 
things don’t, you know. They kind of fall away. Or else become 
“historical.”

ZC: You were discussing Tractor (2005) as being like a thought 
machine, with all those gears.

CR: That work came about from my car having a broken 
differential. I had the idea to send one of my students to go 
extract it, and we put it on the seminar table and opened it 
up. And it was like opening up a human head. It was kind of 
magical. It was very sculptural. The fluid was like blood, or 
brain fluid. The gear mechanism for transforming power from 
direction to speed is like a thought. And thought is physical, 
as you know. That led to my thinking about the tractor and 
other aspects of space. The space inside the tractor could be 
mine, in a way; it was protected, so I could build thoughts, or 
sculptures, within it. The fabricator made many different ports 
and access points to the interior of that thing. All the bolts and 
everything were handmade. As it was coming together, to prove 
to me that everything was going as I wanted, the fabricator 
unbolted everything so I could look in and see the crankshaft. 
And I said, “OK, great, now weld it shut.” He was incredulous 
because it had been so much work. But my thought was, if 
you leave it open, or leave it so that someone could open it, 
the collector will always be opening it and looking inside, 
and that wasn’t what the work was about. I wanted it to be a 
kind of transparent object. I wanted you to be able to look at 
it, and almost see into it and see through it, and understand 
without direct visual confirmation that the entire interior was 
topologically complete.

ZC: Sculpted.

CR: It’s called Tractor, but I think of it as Philosophical Object. 
Like a philosopher’s stone, you can look upon it and meditate. 
Our culture is so in tune with assembled objects—cars, 
airplanes, and whatnot. The whole is so strong, that at first you 
don’t see the hands that were at play in making it. First, you 
think it’s a tractor, sandblasted. Then, if you know my work, 
you think it’s a tractor cast in some different material. It takes 
a long time to understand that it’s handmade. It’s not cast. you 
start to see, quietly, the different hands that made it. Then you 
slowly start to figure out and, potentially, look through it and 
into it. Realize that the interior was handmade as well.

ZC: If a piece is “working,” do the parts just start locking 
together in different ways? Like, the engines start firing, in a 
sense?

CR: An object has to have authority. An object has to be able 
to be in front of you, with you seeing it. One could say that 
early, early sculpture was separated from the natural world. 
Art historian Richard Neer in his writings says you have to 
remember, archaic works were the only smooth objects in 
a rough, rough world. The world was brick, and mud, and 
dirty. Behold this figurative, smooth object. So, your object 
has to differentiate itself, it has to speak. And, so, there are 
parameters. It’s nice to imagine that there are no rules, but 
there are rules. Every time you break a rule, you make a rule. I 
come out of a rich background of high-Modernist sculpture. 
It’s easy for me to think that that’s what I continue to be. 
Maybe it’s harder for other people to see that, but, to speak to 
your point about locking together, I guess I see my work as a 
relationship of parts.

ZC: I don’t know if “timelessness” is a word you’d use, but 
there’s a certain way that the work…

CR: “Timeless” is probably the wrong word, because 
it suggests preciousness. “Oh, this is timeless.” It’s too 
politically loaded, too.

ZC: But what about works such as Boy with Frog (2009)? If 
they aren’t references to the classical idiom of sculpture, do 
they still have something to do with persistence through 
time?

CR: I totally understand why people would see Boy with 
Frog as classical. It comes to the viewer through that 
familiarity, but to me, it comes from Modernist sculpture. 
It’s complicated, because it also comes out of my earlier 
figuration with the mannequins. As well as my sculptural 
concerns with relationships. I see the figure like Donald Judd 
saw a box. It is a convenient armature. A number of years 
ago, I saw figuration as way for sculptural events to unfold. I 
saw the figure as a really simple armature to make sculpture 
out of, or on to, or with. In a work like Aluminum Girl (2003) 
there are lots of different things going on, on the surface. 
They’re not all techniques, but some are techniques. There 
are aspects of re-sculpting, body molds, there’s naturalism, 
there’s stylization. One of the beautiful parts of the kouros 
figure I was very inspired by is that some aspects of it feel 
natural, like the step it’s taking. Other aspects feel super 
stylized. The hair has a stiffness, like a nine-year-old girl drew 
it on the back of a notebook. So there’s an interplay through 
the surface of what’s stylized and what’s natural, as there is 
in us. There are certain parts of you that you can’t get rid of; 
they’re just you. Other parts you can stylize to be presentable: 
for a job, in front of your colleagues, in front of your boss. 
My point is that I can project that way into the kouros figure. 
But with classical work, I can’t anymore. It’s so idealized, and 
mathematical, and spatial, that it’s singing a different song. 
It’s in a different cosmos in a way. It’s a beautiful shift, I think.

ZC: So, explain to me how something analogous is happening 
in Boy with Frog.

CR: In Boy with Frog, there are three forms of realism going 
on. The frog is hyperrealistic, while aspects of the boy are 
stylized. There are aspects that are in focus, aspects that are 
out of focus. Those aren’t random. Everything is orchestrated 
through and around it. There’s a complexity through it, the 
child, his “boy-ness.” It isn’t overblown. It’s not a big scale. 
It’s scaled only to hold the ground. That allows me to find the 
frog and boy: his youth is in that trajectory.

ZC: A lot of what you’re saying is helping me understand how 
you think about the flower drawings in relationship to other 
works. Maybe the flower drawings are a way of cordoning off 
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your mind, and not thinking about the kinds of conversations 
you are having in sculpture, such as these complex, broader 
relationships to historical precedents.

CR: I would say that I like the flowers because I don’t have 
to account for them to myself, too much. Whereas with my 
sculptures, there’s a lot I need to think about.

ZC: Like embodied thinking.

CR: A little bit. They are my thinking, my work. My work is my 
thinking. A way into the world, for me. Somehow, the way you 
look sculpturally you can’t articulate verbally. It pulls the world 
into it, without being a tunnel.

ZC: So you’re saying that, at some level, sculpture is a kind of 
transformer? I think John Chamberlain once said that sculpture 
allowed him to see and share his craziness with other people.

CR: It’s hard to articulate, but it has to do with how an object is 
in a room, and framing. Here, you are sharing the space with that 
cup, and with your notebook. You put it in a vignette, and you 
don’t share the space with it anymore. It becomes something that 
you’re allowed to read. You start reading the narrative, reading 
the story. You know what your relationship is to it, even if you 
don’t understand it.

ZC: It seems like you’re saying one of the things that sculpture 
can do, because it doesn’t have a frame around it—if it is a 
machine for meaning- making—is that it keeps things open with 
respect to how you encounter it.

CR: I am interested in how works bring the viewer into their 
structure. For instance how Vito Acconci brought the viewer into 
a work like Seedbed (1972). You’re manipulated, and drawn right 
in. You’re a viewer, but you’re in the aesthetic structure, the literal 
artistic structure, of the situation. To me, it’s interesting where 
you are in relationship to a work. In an expanded way, if a work 
can move you physically, it can move you mentally. Sculpture is 
not objects, if it’s good sculpture. You were talking about interior 
and exterior; one thing I think you can learn through sculpture 
is that there is no difference between interior and exterior. 
That’s an illusion, in a way; it’s psychological. It’s a psychological 
perception if your thoughts aren’t physical. That, to me, is a very 
sculptural realization. It comes from years of thinking about 
interior space, exterior space, pedestals, bases, and how to embed 
a work in the world. How is a thought embedded in the world? Or 
a perception? Does the object come first, or does the perception 
of the object come first, the identity of the thing?
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LOS ANGELES: CHARLES RAY AT MATTHEW MARKS THROUGH JUNE 23, 2012
May 18th, 2012

Charles Ray, Young Man (2012)

New works by Charles Ray are currently on view at Matthew Marks Los Angeles 
through June 23. Two stainless steel figures inhabit the gallery space; Sleeping Woman 
is perched on a bench with her head resting on a blanket while across the gallery 
Young Man stands nude, his body aligned with the sleeping woman. Ray asserts a 
calculated tension of  space with nuanced attention to perception that has been the 
essence of  his sculptural practice for decades.

The incident between Sleeping Woman and Young Man could be a moment in time, 
arrested, and stripped of  surrounding elements. All but two cold and weighty figures 
remain, a heavy question mark of  physical and psychological presence in what is now 
an intimately shared place.
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While both figures both appear relaxed in their respective statures, there is a 
discomfort that is created by the proximity between them, neither near nor far. Each 
figure’s vulnerability is amplified by the presence of  the viewer.

Charles Ray, Sleeping Woman (2012)

Since the 1980s Ray has created a body of  work that varies greatly in style, materials, 
and subject that constantly disrupts the normal order of  reality. His early sculptures 
were minimal, abstract, and at first glace offered a sense of  geometry to assert that 
truth and lies look very much the same. Figurative works continue to investigate 
perception with heightened attention to the body in relation to sculpture and place. 
His sculpture Family Romance (1993) presents a nuclear family hand in hand; the 
mother, father, prepubescent son, and young daughter figures stand at the same 
height, despite their difference in age and development. Like Sleeping Woman and 
Young Man, an investigation of  the bodily is at play, imbued with psychologically 
troubling implications.

—A. Wilkinson
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“Getty Museum Puts Sculpture by Celebrated Los Angeles Artist Charles Ray on View.” Artdaily.org, July 27, 2011.

LOS ANGELES, CA.- The J. Paul Getty Museum announced that a work by the acclaimed 
contemporary sculptor Charles Ray has been loaned to the Museum and has been placed on view 
beginning July 26 at the Getty Center, on the steps leading into the Museum’s main entrance. Boy 
with Frog, an 8-foot-tall figure of  a boy holding a frog, projects a sense of  power and youthful 
inquisitiveness. The larger-than-life adolescent figure, painted white, is a 2008 fiberglass pattern 
that until recently has been a popular outdoor installation at François Pinault’s Punta della Dogana 
museum in Venice, Italy. Last month Ray completed a final version of  Boy with Frog that is 
identical to the one on view at the Getty Center but made of  stainless steel and painted white. 

The installation of  the sculpture at the Getty was championed by James Wood, the former 
President and CEO of  the J. Paul Getty Trust, who died unexpectedly a little more than a year ago. 
During his tenure as director of  the Art Institute of  Chicago, Wood became friends with Ray. The 
two of  them often hiked together on the hillside behind the Getty Center. In the spring of  2010, 
Wood asked Ray if  he would be interested in displaying the sculpture at the Getty when it returned 
from Italy. Ray enthusiastically embraced the idea. Boy with Frog has been compared to Donatello’s 
bronze David holding the head of  Goliath, a famous Renaissance sculpture of  a youthful male 
nude, dated to about 1440, which is in the Bargello museum in Florence. 

It also calls to mind the Apollo Sauroktonos, an ancient Roman sculpture at the Musée du Louvre 
in Paris of  a nude adolescent reaching out his arm to catch a lizard climbing a tree; and, the 
Spinario, a bronze statue at the Palazzo dei Conservatori, Musei Capitolini, of  a seated Roman boy 
plucking a thorn from the sole of  his foot. 



“Getty Museum Puts Sculpture by Celebrated Los Angeles Artist Charles Ray on View.” Artdaily.org, July 27, 2011.

“We feel this piece works beautifully at the Getty. It was something that we wanted to do when 
Jim was alive, and now, sadly, with his death, it has become something that has a more poignant 
significance for us,” explains Antonia Boström, the Senior Curator of  Sculpture and Decorative Arts 
at the Getty Museum, who is overseeing the project. “The whole project has become a memorial as 
the installation falls a little over a year after Jim died.” 

Ray said that Wood often visited his airy Venice, California, studio while the Boy with Frog model 
was being constructed and prepared for its journey to Venice, Italy. “He understood the spirit of  the 
sculpture,” Ray said. “I’m really happy it is going to be up at the Getty because its nice to show it in 
the city where it was made.” Boy with Frog shares the Museum steps with Aristide Maillol’s Air, one 
of  more than two dozen modern and contemporary outdoor sculptures donated to the museum by 
the late film producer Ray Stark and his wife, Fran. It will be on view until January 2012.
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